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toward the promise pressing

R

adm of editorials in wordy journals must expect a little autobiography now and again;

even the august editors do it, and those who relentlessly see the larger world in the personal experience do it even more relentlessly. So allow me, if you will, to muse about the thoughts evoked
earlier this month when classes began at Valparaiso University. It was the first time in 54 years that
I had not been involved in a first day of school.
Of those fifty-four butterflies-in-stomach, heart-in-mouth, new-pencilbox first days, there
were a few (maybe seven as near as I can recall) in which I was only getting other people ready, and
not actually going off myself to face the new faces, the new books, the new schedule and the old
fears of failure. Forty-seven times I have been lucky enough to stand at the door of a classroom,
take a big breath and push it open, with all the excitment and trepidation that students think
teachers don't know about at all and teachers know that students have only experienced in the
minor leagues. This year, I sat on my hillside in Arizona, watching the sun run up the opposite side
of the arroyo as butterflies schmettered all up and down through the flowers, and I asked myself
what was I doing there, missing the first day of school? Who was I if I was not at school?
Work so commonly defines us, even for ourselves, that not to be working in the familiar
environment throws us into what feels alternately like a paradise or a dark void. And when your
work has been school, the absence of all the cozy paraphernalia of daily activity is disorienting. No
schedule, no syllabus, no roster of names, no lists of questions for tomorrow, no agendas, no set
texts. No colleagues, no office coffeepot, no student appointments. Is this retirement-or death
itself-to be so suddenly deprived of the structures that seemed so integral to your identity?
This year is for me not exactly a sabbatical, not exactly a leave, but it is less "being in school"
than I've ever done as an adult. I've joined the current phenomenon of telecommuting, perhaps,
editing The Cresset through various forms of electronic communication, the US postal service, and
the graceful dedication of the student employees back in the office. Like sailing-hours of tedium
interrupted by moments of sheer terror-doing this editing business at a distance from the office
has involved some panic, some improvisation, and some plain old labor. Last spring's Pentecost
issue was produced this way, and we didn't hear that anyone sensed the absence of some vital element because the editor was not in Indiana.
But the biggest part of doing the Cresset has never been the mere business of the production
and organization of pages, though that has always been a part of the work I enjoy. The work of
the editor fundamentally combines the tasks of learning, reflection and writing. An editor does
actually learn all the time, taking in news about the world from every possible source, though one
should of course say that news does not have to concern the new. For the fortunate editor of a
journal whose subject is arts, literature and public affairs, scarcely any subject is "not of general
interest." As an editor, I have learned from these sources: books, newspapers, radio, movies, television, lectures, conversation, students, papers, other journals, meetings, children, travel, graffiti,
tabletop advertising, paintings, photographs, buildings and sometimes even the weather. Devoted
readers of this column can perhaps identify how some of those sources directly became the subjects of pieces of writing, or even the topics for whole issues. Editorial privilege gives you a license

to enroll in every class, or at least in every class up until the first exam. The editor keeps eyes open for
good writing on any subject, encourages colleagues and friends to send things, and harasses good
writers known or known of to write on subjects they might not otherwise try. Good editors, I now
know, are superb naggers, using shameless flattery, intuition, imagination and finally ugly threats to
develop publishable pieces from the raw material of a writer and an idea.
Editing combines aspects of being a student and being a teacher. Like a student, you take in,
observe, absorb, and connect things you have learned into new patterns. Like a teacher, you have to
make what you have learned intriguing and meaningful and accessible to others. But there are drawbacks in the happy interchange of teacher and student learning. Teaching frequently means that the
conversation partner you have so carefully nurtured disappears into graduation, taking all that exciting
ability on to other places and engaging other conversations in which old teachers have no part. A
teacher can be as wistful as the parent who finally has developed children into persons whose presence
and conversation are better than hoped for, only to see them take those capacities into far other circles. Yes, it is what you meant to happen, but it can be lonely.
An editor, on the other hand, has the delight of long-time readers. I wonder if it is true that other
editors find themselves in silent conversation with readers all the time. Readers of The Cresset do not
generally fire off letters in response to articles ( a fact which at first disappointed me somewhat.) We
do not have the richly vigorous debate that contributes so much interest to the opening pages of other
journals. I think this is because The Cresset proposes another model for thought than the model of the
Socratic classroom. Readers are invited to entertain ideas, often as those ideas are implicit in personal
experience, to reflect on them, to consider their worth, to enjoy them, perhaps without feeling compelled to take a position. It is perfectly clear to me that some people would not allow such a process to
be called "thought" at all, but Cresset readers appear to value this quality. My model for being editor
of The Cresset has never been the classroom characterized by debate and contest, but the more personally congenial one of the classroom as dinner party.
Had you never thought of a classroom modelled on the dinner party? It is my favorite one,
though it is not very popular at the moment with students. The teacher organizes, provides the material, lights the candles, prepares the environment, and plans for a conversation that will be stimulating,
genial, witty, invigorating, and memorable. One intends that goodness and truth should characterize
the exchanges, however excited or energetic they become. One hopes above all that the guests will
want to be invited back.
This September marks the beginning of my eleventh year of editing The Cresset, a job I deeply
love . The themes of learning and teaching, of conversation among congenial souls-as well as the
theme of providing for the feast-converge . As another school year begins, I take a deep breath and
push open yet another door.
Peace,

GME
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why be a Lutheran in the new millenium?

Frederick A. Niednet; Jr.
Early in the new millennium we'll mark 500 years since the Lutheran reformation and the
beginnings of the movement in the western church that, contrary to his own expressed wishes,
bears Luther's name. The movement's birth canal ran through the narrow divide between Rome on
one side and the more radical, iconoclastic groups who came to be known as "Protestants" on the
other. Lutherans left the Pope behind but kept the sacraments. Today they struggle mightily over authority and flirt continually with letting go of their sacramental tradition.
"Back to Rome" says the banner some Lutherans fly nowadays, while others imitate Evangelicals or move ever closer to organic union with garden-variety Protestantism. In some ways,
therefore, Lutherans find themselves exactly where they've always been. This time, however, only a
few seem to recall having any clear reason for occupying the DMZ between the Vatican and the
Crystal Cathedral.
Personally, I sometimes envy the greener grass on the Pope's side of the fence. Over there,
at least, there's a certain stability and only one Pope. If you disagree with him, there's generally still
room for you in the church. On this side, everybody plays Pope and many love nothing more than
writing and running others out of the church.
Seldom do I get hankerings to stray toward Protestant and Evangelical pastures. I cherish
the sacraments and cannot imagine living long in a church that wasn't tapped deeply into the well of
baptismal theology or gathered regularly 'round the Lord's table, there to receive Christ's body and
blood, and there also to declare into existence an inclusive table that recognizes no power in distinctions between Jew and Greek, male and female, slave and free. To my way of thinking, nonCatholic Christianity in the United States has always tended to find its raison d'etre in moralism and
legalism, its certainty in biblical notions of biblical inerrancy, and its ultimate goal in being right.
I remain a Lutheran because at their best, Lutherans find their purpose for existence in proclaiming the gospel, that good news measured only by whether or not it accounts for the necessity
and sufficiency of Christ's crucifixion and by whether or not it comforts penitent hearts. All my life
I have needed that comfort, and I find it in a community pledged to look full in the face the terrible
paradoxes inherent in meeting up with the living God. The same God who once washed clean the
whole world with a mix of flood waters and God's own bitter tears would one day descend from a
cross and enter the hell where the drowned had gone and say to them, "Come with me."
If the Christ who shrieked in unspeakable pain and emptiness, "My God, my God, why
you, too?" can be the Son of God, then what Luther once said of himself is also true of me. There's
no place I can go but that even there He is Lord for me. That is the secret of my baptism. Thence
comes my courage to confess my sins. That one's life I take into myself when I eat the bread and
drink the cup.
Maybe I could be a Catholic. Maybe I could even be a Protestant. But I'd still be a closet
Lutheran, so for now I'll stay one.
Besides, in 2020, where else but among Lutherans will you still find green Jello with a
dollop of Miracle Whip?
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LEARNING TO LOVE WHAT GROWS
For years, we planted orchids
and scrubbed our orange thumbs raw
and watched leaves rot. Nothing
thrived for long, not forest ferns
or magnolias. Red maples died,
in spite of nurserymen's advice.
Then, above ten thousand feet,
we found a burly blue spruce
bulging from a boulder-surely not,
a trick of optics. Planting one boot
higher than the last, we puffed and paused,
then heaved backpacks uphill again.
That stone had no black topsoil,
just rock, cracked granite
the trunk squeezed through
like a snake, bark hard as flint
and native to the Rockies.
So that's how it's done,
we marveled, taking snapshots
we framed back home.
Blue spruce saplings we planted
wilted in hot Texas sun.
But our back yard sprawls
with cactus and wild asparagus
we cut by the bucket for neighborsmassive, grass-green spears
that bulge on bushels of salt we toss
like broadcasting seed for pastures,
and tall, lopsided sunflowers
butter-gold and broad as tubs.

Walt McDonald
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"Grafted into Christ Forever":

why we are participants in the lives of the disabled
Brett Webb-Mitchell

I n eultmal anthtopologioal mearoh, one of the first dedsions an anthtopologist must make is
whether she or he is going to be either an observer or a participant in the study of a "field site." If
one chooses to be an anthropologist-as-observer, then the researcher risks being detached and distant from the "thing" being observed, thereby missing vital information. If one chooses to be an
anthropologist-as-participant, then the researcher is in danger of fully immersing oneself in the
field, otherwise known as "going native," considered a social scientific sin.
As a Christian who works with many churches and people whom the world calls "disabled,"
I find the cultural anthropologist's posture towards the field site a useful analogy for gaining an
understanding of the approach many churches take towards welcoming, let alone worshipping and
living with, those who are disabled. And from my observation, I note that most churches are decidedly more like the observer, as they merely watch the life of friends and families of those with disabilities. Such disengagement causes great consternation among people with disabilities, who wish
to be participants in life together with the temporarily able-bodied in Christ's body.
How is the Church like the anthropologist-as-observer? Many in the church stand a safe distance above the fray and simply watch and listen, not hearing the complex, changing needs of the
family and the disabled child. They studiously avoid physical contact, afraid of interfering in the life
of the family or the child. Some congregations nod in condescending approval when the little girl
who is blind sings a solo in the choir, her guide dog by her side; they titter in embarassed good
humor at the unpredictable spasm of the adult with cerebral palsy in the wheel chair. Or the congregants weep openly and loudly when hearing tales of courage as someone tells of how those with
disabilities are treated unjustly in faraway lands. There are moments of rapturous applause with
robust evangelical zeal as the child tries to be a "Super Crip," going beyond the supposed limits of
disability, just perfect for a television show.
Before the eyes of the congregation is the spell-binding act of the three-ring circus that best
describes life in a family with children who are disabled. For either family life is gently maneuvered
and coordinated from one act after another, or we witness wild chaotic commotion from the decimated circus ring as the family-act goes out of control before our very eyes, with no one in the
Church coming out of the stands to intervene. The congregation remains observers at best, and
voyeurs at worst. This is as close-theologically, emotionally or physically-as many in the church
wish, or pray, to get involved in the lives of the "least of these" among God's children. Too few
people in congregations want to get close to the "craziness" which rules the life of many disabled
families, for fear that it is infectious, and the "it" could happen to them. Worse yet, they see in the
family with the disabled member the story of their family member whom they institutionalized
years ago, when such practice was considered normative by the medical experts. Then, there are of
course those "few and far between " churches who give themselves fully to being participants in the
lives of people with disabilities.
This observation of the Church and families with children with disabling conditions was reinforced for me when I looked at my "field notes" from my pseudo-anthropological study of the Sixth
International Conference of People with Fragile X Syndrome (FXS), held recently in Asheville,
North Carolina. For many readers, the first question will be: "What is Fragile X?" This is a good
question, since I was told at this conference that few physicians know how to detect the syndrome.
I unsettled many by assuring them that even fewer clergypersons or laity ever heard of the syndrome. In layperson's language, Fragile X Syndrome comes from an abnormality on an X chromo-

Metaphors always
help us see better.
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some on a strand of DNA. Because of this chromosomal anomaly, the faces of some people with
Fragile X may have any of these physical characteristics: a long face, enlarged ears, and a large forehead; double jointedness and flat feet; curvature of the spine or cleft palate. Since some of these
abnormalities occur often in the general population, success in diagnosis is mixed. It is so subtle in
some people you cannot tell physically if they have Fragile X. Many with Fragile X are developmentally delayed and are considered low functioning, with a subaverage IQ, but it may not be the
same for all. Some children have a short attention span or are hyperactive, while for others there is
no such manifestation. There is a fantastic diversity in the ways the disabling condition is manifest.
The breadth of ways one lives with Fragile X was made real for me simply by walking the hallways where the conference was held. For example, when reaching out to shake hands in introducing myself to a young boy with Fragile X, he looked at me nervously, and then, as quick as a
hummingbird's beating wing, he touched my hand and ran away laughing hysterically. But another
young man was the paradigmatic charming Southern gentleman in his mid-20s, standing in the
midst of a cocktail party, glass in hand, schmoozing with the crowd. Turning around at the same
cocktail party, I met a little boy in a wheelchair who had had a tracheotomy. Still breathing through
a tube, he would raise his head and catch your attention by his winsome smile. All had Fragile X, yet
not one person was the same as the next.
What makes conferences with people with disabilities unusual is their purposeful inclusion of
those with the targeted disabling condition. A sign of such inclusivity was the number of vehicles
with "Handicapped Parking" stickers filling the usually empty handicapped parking spots around
the hotel parking lots. A second sign was the bustling crowd wearing t-shirts emblazoned with:
"Su percaliFRAGILEisticXpialidotious!"
There were two distinct audiences at this conference. One of the groups comprised health service professionals: psychologists, occupational and speech therapists, physicians and medical
researchers, special education teachers, lawyers and social policy professionals, with a smattering of
drug company representatives. In session after session, they read from prepared manuscripts while
slide projectors would click in the back of a room, projecting slides of data, plotted on graphs and
charts. There were presentations on the social, the emotional, psychological, and the sexual profile
of people with Fragile X Syndrome. There were "species specific" sessions, from toilet training your
Fragile X child, to neuroimaging research, with parents running from one session to the next, as if
they were rats in a maze with each session offering a little chunk of cheese. For over three days,
information poured forth from professionals until one was bleary-eyed, or in a state that some parents called "information overload." Finally, a member of the second group (the parents and other
family members) would stand up in the middle of a session and tell the researcher, sometimes
politely, "I understand there is a lot of hard work and research here. But I just want to know when
you are going to tell us what is the magic bullet that is going to fix my child?" One family with a
child with Fragile X travelled over twenty-six hours by car to come to this conference to find that
so-called magic bullet!
The families and the children with Fragile X: these people compose the second group. This
group made this conference unforgettable. For together they give flesh and blood, muscle and movement to the otherwise static and flat "objective data" flashed quickly upon the silver projector
screen. They embody, in defiant glory, the stigmata of being the "Fragile X Family."
I was introduced to the "Fragile X Family" audience on Monday morning, the first full day of
the conference, at a session simply titled, "What it is Like to Have Fragile X Syndrome." The two
presenters were Jay Halterman and Holman Gossett, III. Jay Halterman's father introduced thesession, followed by Jay's sister, Jill, and then Jay spoke. He was coached in his talk by his mother who
used American sign-language as a cue card for Jay. Amid a life filled with school, hotel work, sports,
Boy Scouts, and numerous, merry camping trips with his family along the California coast, Jay
spoke of his Christian convictions. Jay's father told of Jay wanting to help baptize a member of his
church, with full immersion. One couldn't tell if his father was excited or anxious, or both, as he
would have to be present in supervising Jay's participation in this sacrament. Jay's mother followed,
speaking passionately of learning to go through the "backdoor" in terms of finding alternative ways
that Jay could live as full a life as Jay wanted to live.
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Following Jay, Holman spoke carefully and softly in front of the crowd of three hundred
people. His mother, sensing his nervousness, came up to the podium, put her hand on his arm
gently, whispered something which was obviously caring and reassuring, and with that, Holman
continued, almost effortlessly and louder than before. Amid stories of going to school, dating girls,
and attending church, was Holman's story of visiting prisons as part of the youth group's prison
ministry in South Carolina. Holman simply told the prisoners how similar his story is with their stories, for while the prisoners are held in jail, unable to attain some of their dreams and aspirations,
Holman finds himself in a kind of prison. For while he has dreams and desires to fulfill, his disability limits him as well. His disability is his prison.
At the end of each story the audience jumped to their feet and gave a rousing standing ovation
in response to each boy's presentation. Parents, family members, and friends alike were crying, and
tissues were being passed up and down the rows of people gathered to hear these inspirational talks.
In a conference where I was the Lone Ranger of ministers, I was glad to hear God mentioned,
for it gave me an opportunity to enter into conversations with parents and children with Fragile X
Syndrome about their life in the Church. I met a few for whom the church was present as a servant
church, meeting the needs of the family or the child whenever asked. Yet I soon discovered these
churches are the exception, and not the rule in the practice of welcoming those with disabilities.
For example, Judi was a member of a community church, who wants to find and open up
ways of helping the church embrace her son with Fragile X through the use of clowning, music,
drama, and visual art, as her son responds favorably to a stimulation of his senses. Saul, a Lutheran,
wonders what he is going to do for worship since his son is not allowed into worship due to the
behavioral problems associated with Fragile X. Saul and his wife worship without their son who
attends Sunday school while they are worshipping. But Sunday school is closed for the summer:
"Does God take a vacation during the summers?" asked Saul.
Most families I met at this conference are swept up into an unwavering crusade for securing a
"brighter future" for a child or adult member of the family who is disabled. In America, the family is
the central locus of power, the ones who are primarily responsible and accountable for every activity
in that child or adult's life. The parents are expected to be the primary caretakers, the principal
legal guardians, the tireless advocate for health services, the all-knowing and resourceful special
educator, and the empathetic psychologist. Above all else, parents were then burdened with the
yoke of being omniscient: "No one knows your child like the parent does! You are the experts!"
And with that refrain the parents sweep up the child with a disabling condition into their arms as a
gesture meant to demonstrate that the child is fully accepted.
Like a Greek chorus, this refrain was chanted and heard repeatedly. Being a parent of a child
with a disability is to shoulder the perfectionism of American Protestant parenting on the one end,
with the constant, draining demands of the child with a disability on the other end. Perhaps this is
the yoke which makes many of these very same parents combative yet guilty. One mother said she
spoke on behalf of those parents who know they embody the "carrier gene" which may have caused
a child to be disabled, and they live with the guilt constantly. Surrounded by families with one, two,
or even seven children with Fragile X, I sense an air of proud defiance, but only because there is a
kind of loneliness within them which starves for community. Around the chromosome which causes
the condition of Fragile X in some people, a community arises, with its own language and emblems,
songs and themes, customs and code of conduct, cadre of leaders and followers, newsletters and
governmental funds.
And the Church? Again, to use the anthropological analogy, many churches are, at best,
"impartial observers;" at worse, we are audibly silent or absent. We do not actively participate in
the challenge of living life as a Christian who is disabled in a world which imagines itself as non-disabled. The Church is considered by many Christians with disabilities as "missing in action." At
times I felt like a missionary on the planet Mars as many people had never met a clergyperson at this
conference. It was clear that the Church was not a part of the clinical "multi-disciplinary team
approach" towards caring for a child who has Fragile X; the Church is not part of the discussions
regarding the ethics of genetic manipulations; the Church is not part of the public policy discussions
or the parent strategy meetings; the Church is not a part of the discussion of sexuality and people
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with disabilities. What is most frustrating is that the Church is not a part of their life, not because
they don't want a congregation to be a part of their life, but because the Church is absent when it
ought to be present in such wild chaotic lives.
Herein lies the radical hope: the Church, by the determining sacramental practice of baptism,
is to actively participate in the lives of children and adults with disabilities. In baptism, all of us, disabled and able-bodied alike, are sealed by the Holy Spirit, and grafted into Christ forever.
This biblical image of grafting is taken from the ancient practice of grafting a branch onto a
larger vine, and it is key in understanding the kind of relationship between the person with a disability and those who are, at best, temporarily-able-bodied in the context of the Church. For Jesus
tells us that he is the "true vine, and my Father is the vinegrower" (John 15:1). Who are we? Jesus
calls us a branch which cannot bear fruit by itself, unless we abide in the great vine, in which we find
our life. Apart from the true vine, we can do nothing. For our being grafted upon the true vine,
regardless of our capabilities or limitations, is because of Jesus. For Jesus is the vine, and we are the
branches. This is the Truth we celebrate at baptism.
Through baptism, Christians exist now in a relationship with Christ and with others in the
body of Christ. There is a new sense of personhood. We are an integral member of Someone far
greater than ourselves who has called us his own. Theologian John Zizioulas reminds us that because
of baptism, our new birth from the womb of the Church, we are part of a vast, mystical web of relationships which transcends every exclusiveness which would bind others in the world. Exclusiveness-such as our construction of what is a disability- becomes null. Instead, because the Church
becomes Christ, every member of the Church becomes Christ unto one another. For being a branch
of the true vine, Jesus Christ, we are now Christ's gnarly creeping vine branches. As Christ's vine
branches, our lives feed off the same true vine as those who are living with Fragile X or Down's Syndromes, cerebral palsy or AIDS, visually impaired or deaf.
Furthermore, because of baptism, we are not given the option of being an anthropologicalobserver of the lives of people with disabilities in the Church. Rather, we are charged to be participants, embracing the hand of our neighbor who has Fragile X or some other kinds of disabilities as
they, and we, embrace our limitations. We are to go "native" with wild abandon.
What is the Church to do? To begin, we need to acknowledge and confess our disability in
terms of the short sightedness, if not blindness, in failing to see the living God in all those who are
baptized, and that they too are part of the Church. Because of our baptism, we temporarily ablebodied people are charged to live more faithfully, and therefore more intentionally, in the ways of
life together in Christ's body with our sisters and brothers with some specific limitations. We are
not afforded the luxury of being merely observers of the lives of the disabled, supporting their
efforts in living "normal lives" from afar. Rather, we are called to participate in the lives of all God's
children, including those whose limitations are, at first glance, real, if not daunting. But if we practice performing the Gospel and our baptismal vows, living life as part of the true Vine, then perhaps
the limitations faced by many who are obviously disabled, as well as those of us whose disability is
hidden, will be overcome. For it is no longer the family's child with Fragile X who needs a speech
therapist, but our child, this child of the Church. It is no longer the sole responsibility of the spouse
to provide tender care of her partner with Alzheimer's, but it is the Church's duty. For we are to
practice the holy gestures which mark us as Christians as we learn to rejoice with those who rejoice,
and weep with those who weep (Rom. 12: 15).
As the Church learns to faithfully practice gestures which make it possible for us to be with
one another, like learning to weep and rejoice with one another, thereby participating more intentionally in one another's storied-lives in the Church, we may behold God's image in one another's
lives. Because we have no choice as Christians but to be entwined in the lives of those with disabilities and they in our lives, we are now getting somewhere, and this is good. With Christ-like love, we
are learning to be Christ's body for one another as we take time to attend to the simple, more natural needs of one another, drawing closer together, members together in the household of God.
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Useful Things
Gary Fincke

Every thing we design and make is an improvisation, a lash-up, something inept and provisional.
David Pye, The Nature and Aesthetics of Design

refrigerators
"The first domestic refrigerator was the wooden-cabinet Domelre, sold in Chicago, in 1913."
The Book of Firsts
Things were kept, according to my mother, because you could never tell when they might prove
useful. All nails and screws. Every rubber band and paper clip. Adapters. Plugs. Buttons, String,
wue, pms.
And every appliance that might be fixed when she had time to figure out its workings. Radios
and televisions. Mixmasters and blenders. It was like primitive cryonics for the inanimate. Some
day in the future, when there was a cure for whatever had killed them, those useful things would be
revived like the bodies of the long-frozen who were beginning to accumulate in expensive freezers,
none of them at all like the worn-out one that lay long and squat like a coffin in the corner of our
basement next to the obsolete, upright refrigerator whose tiny freezer compartment, when it stood
in the kitchen, used to turn, periodically, into a solid block of ice.
That first refrigerator had cleared the kitchen windowsills of the perishables that were stored
there from September to May. Its purchase meant we didn't have to clean our plates because leftovers could survive in weather warmer than near-freezing.
The week my father bought the refrigerator in 1950, my great-uncle Willy, a World War I veteran, ordered the first television in our extended family, a Magnavox, blonde and silently showing a
test pattern until4 PM on weekdays. There'd been a refrigerator in his house for twenty-five years,
the fifth one purchased the year before. Uncle Willy upgraded his appliances. He was impatient
with technology's imperfections and relished telling stories about the fear of change. "When I was a
child," he would say, "more people than you could shake a stick at believed food placed in cold
storage was dangerous to eat." There were state legislatures, he claimed, that considered passing
laws to ban cold-storage warehouses. "So much for politicians," he concluded each time.
"Now," he said, "we have more important things to worry about," meaning the Commies,
suddenly, had the atom bomb. My father, though, was more interested in the news from Pillsbury
and General Foods, whether or not their brand new cake mixes would turn his shelves of baked
goods to stone.
My mother sliced the apples and peaches for his coffee cakes by hand, sitting, a couple of
nights a week, in front of Uncle Willy's television. He lived so close to Pittsburgh, so high on a hill,
only one ghost stood behind the boys and girls my age, Sundays at 7 PM, who played accordion and
tap danced on the Wilkins Amateur Hour, hosted by local announcer Al Noble. The night after the
next Soviet A-bomb test the ancient blue refrigerator in my father's bakery shorted out and burned
the back room to the black of ancient ovens. Behind the bakery, it bruised the snow for months.
By June, Korea captured the news. The next refrigerator was white like the one we had at
home; Uncle Willy traded his blonde Magnavox for a brown one which, with a rabbit-ears antenna,
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had no shadows at all. Sara Lee introduced cheesecakes. Duncan Hines stormed the cake mix
market. A house with "electrical problems" a half block from us burned down.

needles
"The needle is among the oldest of artifacts, and its usefulness is without question."
Henry Petroskie, The Evolution of Useful Things
My mother thought she could turn complaints into silence with wrenches and screwdrivers, that
she possessed a toolbox for despair. When she opened her personal hymnal each Sunday, she
believed the verses spoke to her. Hosannah, she might have sung to herself on her way to repair.
Holy, she might have whispered to whatever she fixed.
Sunday was a day we weren't to be entertained by movies or amusement parks, but it wasn't,
as the Bible suggested, a day of rest. Needle and thread, my mother used on Sunday, darning small
holes and patching the large ones, matching the colors of thread to the material in order to preserve
the heels and toes of socks, the elbows of shirts, and the knees of pants.
"Good as new," she'd say, meaning those words. She could cite every object I had ever lost;
she'd made me retrace my steps for nickels and dimes and quarters, saying "Look, then look again,"
as if not finding lost coins would doom me to a life of hopeless debt.
And always, late Sunday afternoon, the "redding up," what Pittsburgh called putting things in
their place. She understood how to get the house shipshape. Afterwards, she said once, there were
moments so quiet she'd dream everyone she loved had been saved. Standing in her kitchen, the
drawers all closed, she imagined us sewn into a quilt, huge patches of purple, silver, and gold. All of
our soft stories would cover her, and she would pull them up around her chin and listen to how
those voices warmed her.

personal effects
"Thousands of years ago, many Romans carried "pocket sets" on a ring attached to their belts."
Ancient Inventions
The doctor, this morning, scraped wax from deep in my ear. She carved the slow tunnel of the prisoner, using sharp steel as if sound could be restored by danger. "Trust me," she said, and I remembered my mother cleaning my ears with the same metal pick she used to scrape out the dirt which
accumulated beneath my fingernails. For my ears she tied cotton to the sharp end of the nail cleaner.
"Hold still," she said, poking into the hardened wax, "and you won't get hurt."
"Look at this," the doctor said, and displayed, a moment later, pictures of the personal effects
of antiquity. Tweezers, file, toothpick, nail cleaner, ear scoop-each of them was molded from metal
by the ancient Romans. "Perfected early" she said, "the useful things," and then she equated personal hygiene with vanity, citing the Maya, who so much loved crossed eyes, they hung beads in
front of a child's face to induce them. "The Incas," she added, "so adored flat foreheads, they
pressed their infants' heads with boards."
She went back to work on my right ear, which fills, inexplicably, with wax each September
when my allergies are at their worst. She lectured me again about ear-wax management, the merits
of the peroxide solution she dropped into my ear to finish things. I winced and then relaxed, hearing
the last of her sermon from both sides. She stepped back, and I told her about the tattoos discovered on the caveman who was miraculously preserved in a glacier. ''And now my youngest son,"
I admitted, "has ignored the truth of permanent ink."
It's almost nothing, of course, my son's tattoo. It sits far up on his shoulder, is small, and he
claims he's not rushing off to balance the decoration on his other arm. But both the doctor and I
know a boy come home with skull implants, accepting anesthesia to construct a metal Mohawk,
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those poles ascending from front to back, adjustable, pushing up the skin to form one version of the
present tense of makeup.
We might as well have been spouting, "Do this, do that," in the Simon Says of beauty, testing
the cleared passage to the delicate nerves for sound, but she turned another page, and we confessed
our wonder at the mirror which reflected, long ago, designs from its own unsilvered surface. It was
like being able to see the moon's dark side exposed on the blue screen of twilight's sky. Like lifelong
faith. No matter that the ancient trick was explained, at last, by microscope. Our eyes, unaided,
detect nothing, so we cannot be convinced.

dishwashers
"Early dishwashers were a hard sell. They made housewives feel lazy."
Karal Ann Marling, As Seen on 1V
In 1959, President Eisenhower told America to pray for Communists. He was following the dictates
of the Captive Nations Resolution, which, since 1953, had required the President to declare a week
of prayer for people living under Communist tyranny. For seven days, Ike said, claiming it was just a
coincidence that those seven days fell almost simultaneously with Richard Nixon's trip to the Soviet
Union to try his hand, it turned out, at kitchen diplomacy.
In Moscow, a few days later, Nixon and Kruschev argued among appliances at a sort of miniature world's fair. They stopped in front of an American dishwasher to debate at length. The United
States, Kruschev blustered, was a bourgeois department store, and my parents had already explained
to me that the U.S.S.R. was an armory.
In Florida, a newly-married couple named Minison were spending their honeymoon in a bomb
shelter for a photographic spread exclusively in LIFE magazine. Behind our house, bulldozers were
scraping spaces for homes where the nearest farm had folded, and my friends and I crabwalked
through the storm drain and pretended we were following a lead-lined tunnel to a bomb shelter
where we'd live better than aboveground Russians.
Over our heads, at some point, the model home was unlocked for the wives of steelworkers
and truck drivers while Nixon showed Kruschev how a woman could cook yet monitor her house
with closed-circuit cameras from the kitchen of America's future. Kruschev laughed, watching each
room, and Nixon, pleased, laughed, too, even when a dishwasher, remote-controlled, rattled toward
Kruschev like a robot assassin. Alone or paired, the wives above us brushed their fingertips over the
slick braille of appliances. The woman at the controls saved Kruschev's knees and crotch. And so
quickly, in the dark, we forgot the simple geography of our corridor, that for a moment, before we
remembered to retrace ourselves uphill, all of us raised our voices as if volume were a vaccine for
the sudden amnesia of descent.

DDT
When ingested, DDT kills by disorganizing the nervous system.
On my parents' street of sixteen houses, three men have felt failure so strongly they have taken
rifles or shotguns to their heads. "Such weakness," my mother said, meaning that all of them primed
themselves with alcohol. And all of them, too, left explanatory letters handwritten on whatever
notepads were handy, or even, for one of them, paper pulled from a spiral notebook. Given the
length of the street, the frequency seems high, but more improbably, during the twelve years I lived
there, lightning struck five of those houses, including ours, and missed the three homes to suicide.
We lived, after all, at the top of a hill. Steel and coal, the industries that enriched the area,
were disappearing, increasing, perhaps, the likelihood of despair. But I've lived twelve years now
among fourteen houses on Melody Lane, and two more neighbors have killed themselves, not

drinking at all, by car crash and gun to the head, and a third has marred herself forever with drain
cleaner.
So many useful things mishandled that I can imagine someone developing Post-It Notes for
suicides, varying the sizes to suit the messages the depressed wish to leave behind. And Liquid
Drano, of all things, which is heavier than water, the label explains, so it pours straight to the stoppage to dissolve hair, food, grease, paper and soap without damaging the pipes. Any organic matter,
I read, including the esophagus of a human being, one vulnerable pipe choked with despair.
The winter before the first lightning strike we'd moved from a second-story rental apartment
to a house with a lawn and flowers. My mother extolled the virtues of DDT. She wanted our half
acre to be perfect, and that miracle spray was the most useful thing for beauty until somebody she
read about in the newspaper swallowed a solution of it. Rachel Carson was years from publishing
Silent Spring, but my mother kept thinking about the man who'd used DDT on his six-legged darknesses, and finally she used up her supply and never refilled the spray gun.
In Southern China, in the long-ago groves of mandarin oranges, the farmers hung bags of
yellow ants, laid bamboo bridges from tree to tree to spread them. Those ants ate insects which ate
oranges, one of the natural pesticides of ancient China where the frogs were protected, the praying
mantis revered.
Our neighbor's lush lawn is produced by Chemlawn. Men in protective suits spray and mark
their work with warnings about the backdraft of poisons, how our cells might uncontrollably divide.
Leaves of the rue plant, once, were laid into books to discourage the bookworm; lamps were hung
from peach trees to burn bugs attracted to the light; the lethal, crushed leaves of cypress spread acid
which drove off a myriad of crawling pests.

organs
"Nearly 30,000 Americans are waiting for organ transplants."
United Network for Organ Sharing
My sister, the ethics expert, explained the pressures of medicine. When she said "harvest," she
meant bringing in the sheaves of organs from the bounty of accidents or the substantive bull market
in the defective newly-born. "The terminal," she said. "the brain-dead and the anencephalic infants,"
listing the donors until she used language I didn't understand. "The anencephalic have only a brain
stem," she said, "so it's just an autonomic system at work. Breathing. A heartbeat. Even under care,
they have the lifespan of hamsters." She waited for me to understand the possibilities of usefulness,
that keeping these infants alive meant possible organs for transplants.
She brought up the slippery slope of choosing while we avoided ice on our walk among the
state's housing for the profoundly flawed which sits a five minute walk from my house. "The politics of what's possible," she said, the slush returning at the dormitory's shadow line, and I was
afraid, suddenly, to examine its windows, looking down, instead, to stalk the painted feet on the
sidewalk. "Mom could have used a heart transpant," she said, and I fit my shoes to the trails of
yellow, blue, and red while I told her my winter story, how the universe, according to Hans Horbiger, is full of icebergs so large and erratically spiraling, they inevitably collide with stars.
Thus solar systems began, the stars spewing off debris. Thus Earth and its four moons began,
all of them but one tumbling into the oceans. My sister gathered up her skirt where the bright footprints left the curb. "Yes?" she asked, pausing beside me where I stood in the street's red shoes, and
I said the huge splash of one moon drowned Atlantis, the lost, holy land of the Aryans. That Horbiger, the German, seeded space with ice enough for a million collisions. That thousands of Nazis
waited for telescopes to find new islands for perfection. Some solar systems, they knew, were older
than ours; some moons have never fallen. "Look," Hitler commanded, "study, believe."
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Professor Fincke,

paper bags
America's supermarkets purchase 25 billion bags a year.

a frequent contributor

My mother reused my father's bakery bags. I carried my lunch in those bags, folded them, and
brought them home for another use. The emergency room doctor, when I arrived during an asthma
attack that threatened to turn fatal, handed me a paper bag just like those and told me, "Cover your
nose and mouth and breathe." I was in despair, wanted to ask for a second opinion, but she was
right, it turned out, to decrease the oxygen I'd hyperventilated after my medication had done its job
without convincing me.
I slunk out of the hospital, reciting new vows to myself about self-control, but a few months
later, after three days of pneumonia, reluctant to shake my wife awake, I sat up silently at midnight
and measured the seriousness of symptoms by the sound of air. For thirteen years, to keep myself
quiet, I've used inhalers and maintenance drugs. For the past few days I'd added antiobiotics for
increased luck. But suddenly I stood as if my feet on the hardwood floor could charm the pillow-onthe-face of fear.
A technician had read my x-rays like a swami; a physician had prescribed like a priest, but
I dressed myself and waited for my lungs to calculate the need for faith, thinking, despite myself,
about my Uncle Willy, who was told, five years before he went off to World War I, that the tail of
Halley's Comet would spray the earth with cyanide, the hand of the Lord erasing Earth with swift,
capital punishment for sin. His father gave him a gas mask to keep close through the weeks of slow
approach. My aunt, years later, stored it with his photos from Germany and France, formal shots of
soldiers who brought nothing so worthless home from trench warfare. I unrolled them. I recognized no one, but I covered my face with that gas mask to play "Korean War" the night old man
Kordesich, drunk and dying from pneumonia, tumbled down the stone stairs behind my Uncle
Willy's house to the stink of the alley's bricks, so much sicker than I was, wheezing through the
house, I finally convinced myself I needed nothing but the common sense of calm and the brown
bag I've used for panic since my last embarrassing trip to the emergency room, breathing in,
breathing out, following the instructions of the doctor, until I lowered my flood of oxygen, smiling
and staring at the sky, raising my hand to that inflated sack as if a target were sweeping toward me.
tape
"Mending was something as ordinary as ironing or doing the dishes."
Going, Going, Gone

Fix this, we said to my mother-toasters, tables, a mattress, shoes. Fix this. What we say to each
other, using needle and thread; employing screws, solder, and super glue; or managing the simplest
repairs with tape.
Once upon a time masking tape was a wonderful idea. Producing it was an accomplishment.
But after it was made waterproof and transparent, it seemed so extraordinary to the millions of
people who used it that cellophane tape was the standard for years.
Such a perfect combination of adhesive and backing. So many ways to use it for repair. And
yet it yellowed. And yet it curled and came off in time. And getting it off the roll was a job that
brought mild expletives from my mother.
So she welcomed, when it came on the market, the tape dispenser. So she acquired the newest
miracle of usefulness, Scotch Magic Transparent Tape, which unwound more easily and could be
written on. But most of all, so she could repair with tape that didn't yellow or ooze.
Fix this. And she did until her heart broke down completely. Fix this. The projects she intended
to do the day she died. Fix this. The refusals, finally, of the broken. The way we rearrange the rooms
of our dead as if we will see which panel opens to light, the location of the perfected hinge of deliverance we need to invent instead of talk and talk and talk.
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AUGUST: XI'AN
Today at the sweltering mosque, children recite the Koran
to cicadas' end of summer hum, tired to the bone.
Palm trees stagger against the heat. Outside in the busy
shaded fleet of stalls, a testament to buried lives: hairpins,
combs, vials for precious scent and behind them, against
the wall, pictures for a stereopticon: the Empress Dowager,
seen double, stares implacably at the altered world.
Receding tides of her forbidden splendor carry her farther
away, back across oceans of cast off combs and silk,
strung beads and jade. She is unmoved by haggling cries,
stony in the eyes of time that leaves her stranded
here, a street where history draws new breath each
weary day and keeps on getting up from sultry sleep.
In the graveyard of her ransomed realm she sits
in fading duplicate, too worn to weep.

Diane G. Scholl
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Tasting the Waters:
a water log

Mona L. Schwind

Have you ever attended a Food Fair? One of those in-mall or convention center extravaganzas with countless booths where food products are promoted for their nutritional, health-conscious, time-saving, environmentally safe, up-scale, politically correct, or in-thing qualities?
Apart from the amusement and the peripatetic dining, it's a good lesson in contemporary
economics. You can see with your own eyes how foods are big business, big advertising, big money,
big politics. And talk about strange bedfellows! (Tobacco companies owning food conglomerates or
vice-versa.) You wonder whether you really have choices or not.
Lured to an event billed as a lo-fat and heart-smart alternative evening-out, two friends and
I went from booth to booth gathering recipes, coupons, product information and, here and there,
the odd sample. And I mean odd. For some reason, I was eager to get one of the slim plastic bottles
of pure mountain water the younger set was toting about. I could see that bottle tucked into my
book satchel, garden tool caddie, or car holder and a relaxed, healthier self on a mountain (admittedly a rather short one) or in a valley where clear waters always flow.
Somewhere in my Weight-Watcher past, the 8-8 formula-eight eight-ounce glasses of
water daily-has imprinted itself. It's something I know I ought to do. I see walkers and joggers
with designer bottles with logos of sports outfitters or superstars, entertainment dynasties, or
HMO'S. It would be my personal fountain of youth.
The bottle now sits in the pantry, unopened but ready for a summer safari. I haven't tasted its
purity, its mountainness, its healthy properties nor, unlike some of the evening's other samples,
have I read its ingredients or nutritional information. Water is water; water is a given, you say.
But water isn't water, only "water, cool, clear water." Nor is it always a given, nor universally the same. We know water has a history, a politics and economy, a science and a sociology, a
literature, a place in ancient philosophy. There is even Water Music. There are water rights and
water rites. There are watermarks, watersheds, waterworks, watering holes, wetlands, wadis and
watergates.
Geographically, water is unevenly distributed over the earth. (From recent discoveries of ice
traces at the lunar poles we've leapt to the probability of future colonization. Now that's jumping
into deep water.) Many of the great cities and civilizations of the world have developed about water
sources. Over fifty percent of our nation's population is settled along its eastern and western coasts.
Ninety-seven percent of earth's water is salted; two percent is locked in icecaps or icebergs. The
remaining one percent is obviously a precious and limited resource.
Water costs either more or less to secure and either more or less to use. It is privatized or in
the public domain. It is safe; it is unsafe. It tastes good; it tastes bad. It is sacred; it is trivial. It is
essential; it is, when abundant, seemingly inconsequential. It has influenced the course of history
and its courses have been influenced by historical influences.
Why did I desire that slim little bottle of specialty water? Is water usage an aspect of
lifestyle? Does one, by choosing Brand X or Y, somehow enhance one's life? Andy Rooney has
demonstrated that most manufacturers' claims of excellence don't hold much water. How does my
life hold water? How am I held by water?
"Her water broke and . . ." announces the imminent appearance of most human beings. In
my case, that event occurred at home in the late afternoon of Sunday, September 6, 1936, "about
supper time" on the day of the church picnic. It was a summer of record-breaking temperatures in
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the high 90s and 100s and a time of widescale drought. Throughout the nation crops were in jeopardy, dust bowls replaced once fertile acres; wells had gone dry. Many households still relied upon
iceboxes and the iceman's coming. In that small village in mid-Michigan, each household and business had, and continues, to arrange for its own water supply.
That same September, baptismal waters broke over me. Although I have no recollection of
that event, its official documentation has been required from time to time. Within a few years, I was
educated to its high significance. Baptism was, then, a matter of some urgency: without it, you were
literally in Limbo. In more recent decades, baptism seems truly water-breaking, the flood which carries one into real life. Too frequently of late, I am reminded that the sprinkling of the casket completes the flow of saving waters.
My baptism took place in the village's only Roman Catholic Church. Sacred Heart Church
was a wood-frame building set on a foundation of large field stone laboriously removed from local
fields. On either side of the church, tall colored glass windows depicted Jesus and popular saints as
well as memorialized departed parishioners or benefactors. One window pictured the baptism of
Jesus in the River Jordan.
At stage-right, there was a marble baptismal font. Its shape yet a familiar feature in my spiritual geometry, it contained water from the underground streams from which all the communityCatholic and Protestant and unchurched-drew, at whatever level each had struck water. What
made baptismal water any different from all other water? A solemn blessing that was part of the
Easter Vigil services on Holy Saturday.
Most families took home a bottle of Easter water for blessings and "emergencies" during
the coming year. My second-generation German mother learned from her first-generation German
mother who had learned from her immigrant German mother to sprinkle the house in times of
great storms. Her family had used those holy waters when the tornado of '21 cast the third story of
their rural Ohio home into the farm pond. It was a practice, too, in the convent I entered in the
mid-fifties-a time when rather severe tornadoes struck western Michigan. A truly catholic custom
known to all the German-, Irish-, Polish-, Lithuanian-, French-, Spanish-, Italian, Canadian-American women who made up this new family. This past Easter Sunday, I drew-in a Ball jelly jar in
transit-a fresh supply of Easter water for any emergencies my home-bound mother might
encounter.
At every Mass there was water. From a small table (curiously called "credence table"), a
server brought two cruets, one with wine, the other with water. Following a ceremonial washing of
his hands, the priest added a few drops of water to the cup with wine, commingling, we were taught,
water with wine in remembrance of the commingling of human nature with divine.
At each of the church doors, there were small fonts to dip one's fingers into the blessed,
"holy" water. We welcomed days when things were given special treatment. Candles blessed on
February 2, Candlemas Day; throats blessed on February 3, St. Blaise Day; ashes placed on foreheads on Ash Wednesday, palms carried on Palm Sunday; and water days. During Eastertime, the
priest walked up and down the aisles, sprinkling the water blessed on Holy Saturday upon the congregation with great thrusts of a metal water shaker. (In Latin aspersotium readily translates as
"water shaker"). These waters came after the dry season of Lent, when the Church required that
holy water be removed. And, to that end, there was even a legislated form of disposal into the
piscina {literally "fish pond"), a fixture where water returned directly into the earth rather than
commingling with ordinary waste waters. This theological environmentalism now seems inconsistent with Christianity's teaching of the great commingling of God and humanity, of creator and
creation.
That old wood frame church literally fell to the elements. Not in slow, quiet decay but in
sudden, roaring wind-driven fire. In early evening of July 7, 1953, there was a severe summer storm
with heavy rain, thunder and lightning. Later that night, fire was discovered in the church. Summoned by siren, volunteer firemen and villagers raced to the church. Fire already shone through the
stained glass windows; licks of flame had pierced the roof. No water rites could quench that fire.
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Nevertheless, volunteer firemen poured on water from hoses stretched from cisterns throughout
the village. With fire lighting the stained glass windows and doors and piercing the walls and roof,
firemen and volunteers dashed in to save vestments, vessels and statues. I felt the loss of that old
church, a part of home and hometown. With home and school, it had been my forming place and
symbol of the profession I would choose.
In that church building and in Church universal, there were water stories. Stories of baptisms-John's, Jesus' and of the multitude who came to believe. Stories of wedding feasts where
water became wine. Of washing of feet, of storms on Lake Genesareth, of reconciliation at wells, of
a cup of water in His name, of the thirst of the dying Christ. Sacred hymns and psalms celebrating
cleansing, repentance, and refreshment, Images and metaphors which continue to fill spiritual wells.
Within the church calendar, on the cusp of the planting and harvest seasons, there were
Rogation Days. These were times for special and particular prayers for the success of the crops-for
rain, sun, warmth, strength, bounty. As a townie in a farm county, I was not as aware as my country
classmates of the close tuning of agriculture with the weather cycle. I lacked the big picture. For
almost daily, news of the growing world came in: The farmers need rain; it's too wet. Prices are
down; Washington is paying us to rest. There's a wheat shortage; we're shipping wheat to Russia.
Pork is "down"; should we get a side of beef this year? Will it be a good year or a bad year?
There were evening rides to watch farmers prepare fields, to check the growth of beans,
wheat, and corn. Will it be knee-high by the Fourth of July? We watched the procession of trucks
and flatbed trailers bring the harvest to the town's two grain elevators. It was still the pre-OPEC era
of small farms: agribusiness was something happening "out west." Farm sons and daughters would
be a renewing labor and management supply. Before so many different kinds of wells went dry.
Even a child's calendar was determined by the Farmer's Almanac. Nationwide the school
year was, and remains set, around the planting-harvesting cycle. We thought we went back to, and
got out of school to accommodate our summer longings. It is a deeply ingrained habit, this linking
of summer with leisure, vacation, and water.
Although the upper eastern portion of Saginaw County is bordered by a bay of Lake Huron,
the county's water resources are not everywhere evident. Merrill, Michigan, just 14 miles from St.
Louis, the "middle of the mitten" or the geographic center of the lower peninsula, is perched on the
upper western corner of one of the few counties in Michigan allegedly without a natural lake. (One
must be cautious, in the wake of the recent attempts at reclassifying the Great Lakes.) It is definitely
not the Lake District. Swimming, therefore, did not come naturally and nothing was "just like
learning to dive." Having a swimming pool or a cottage "up north" was a childhood longing.
Through the kindness of mothers, some area children managed to get to swimming lessons
either at Anderson Pool in Saginaw or at Sanford Uke, the latter in a county to the north, and some
twenty-five miles away. There were, of course, gravel pits in the area where country kids, reputedly
heartier and less fearsome, sometimes swam. On a few occasions, a sheriff's vehicle speeding
through town on a late summer afternoon announced drowning tragedies.
On a rare family outing to the "Big Lake," Saginaw Bay on Lake Huron, I nearly drowned.
I have never returned to that park but can recall, after fifty years, the expanse of those waters, the
sandy shore and rippled bottom, and the waves which overtook me. A friend of my brother pulled
me from the undertow and from that between-worlds consciousness others have described. The
memory surfaces only now with this present immersion in water. The event may account for my
predilection for clear, heated, supervised indoor pools.
There were milder forms of summer water play with hoses and sprinklers or lingering in gentler rain showers. Sometimes, before the village-wide sewer system was completed in 1973, torrential rains would leave streets flooded a foot or two and children would rush out to play. And, in its
solid state, water provided wonderful winter recreation both directly and indirectly. There was no
formal skating rink but over the years there were several venues for ice-skating. At some optimal
time, paralleling the uncalendared but real moment when roller skates, jacks and jumping ropes
appeared, volunteer firemen gathered to form embankments and to fill their man-made pond. For a

week or two, they returned to add layers. It was the best we had in outdoor theater and the critics
were pleased. Only great snow and ice storms kept us out of school, but not necessarily indoors. In
some rare winters, we skated on village roads to school.
Just beyond the village limits, north and south, there were two creeks with modest abridgements. These substitute ponds provided breeding grounds for polliwogs and, in extraordinarily wet
seasons, some fairly large fish encountered our hook, line, and sinkers. Further south and west of
the town, Beaver Creek widened and required two over-arching plank bridges. This was a preferred
destination for evening drives and, as we grew older, for bike rides. The bridges, of single car width,
clattered with the car's weight and raised my fears of plunging into the dark depths. The bridges
have since been replaced and the once-feared depths hardly wet a yardstick. However, in their
larger varieties, bridges still evoke both fascination and fear in me.
Mondays, once the national washday, began a week of serious housework. Early Monday for
washing several baskets of clothing and household linens, all put through the ringer and hung outside to dry, Tuesday-Wednesday for ironing and mending, ThursdayFriday, for cleaning, Saturday,
for cooking and baking for the weekend. As a child, one noticed variations in the time-table for
activities in the second half of the week in other households. Saturday night, and sometimes midweek, was bath night. Twice-daily showers with accompanying fresh towels and fresh clothes were
yet to be invented.
Beverages, too, flowed less freely. A blue Fiesta-ware water jug, one or two glass quart bottles
of milk were in the refrigerator. Daily or thrice-weekly dairy deliveries took the place of plastic
gallon containers of milk. In the summer, there was iced tea and sometimes, when neighborhood
kids converged, a pitcher of Kool Aid. No Sunny Delight, no fresh-squeezed, no 24 packs of diet,
regular, classic, or decaffeinated. No second refrigerator in the basement or garage. Neither Mr.
Coffee nor Mrs. Tea was on perpetual perk. Water was the taste that refreshed. That taste seemed to
vary from house to house; one liked the water here, but not there. Home was best. After decades in
the city that pioneered fluoridated, "pure" city water, my homestead waters now seem too metallic,
too earthy.
That city, named for its grand rapids, did not immediately demonstrate its fluidity. The rapids
on the Grand River had long been "improved", i.e. removed, and, at the same time, convent-college
culture emphasized books more than observation. In many respects, that climate was dry. Nearby
Reeds Lake offered us a brisk (and escorted) walking destination several times a year. Before the sea
changes of Vatican Council II, public swimming was not allowed. A swimming pool, built in the late
1960s on motherhouse property, improved our summer prospects.
Leaving home, "starting" life, seemed a change of scale. In the beginning, home is the standard and the new is noted either in comparison or contrast. Within conventual life, one learned a
new culture, then a blend of semi-monastic, European customs, and "our way." It was an institutional, collective, community way of life that prepared and supported large numbers of women for
their lifework. Which work, on the face of it, was then largely school teaching. But it was as well
domestic life. There were wash days and ironing, mending, storing days; there was meal preparation and meal taking, housekeeping, and personal hygiene time. Each of these activities had its own
sequence, method and ritual. But all were on a large scale and everything, including water usage,
was regulated. Each bed in each of the dormitories was encircled by near floor-length linen curtains
(consider the laundry implications of that) and in each there was a single bed, a wash stand, a bowl
and pitcher. Daily ablutions were conservative and speedy.
Conventual table culture, in particular, struck many of us as singularly different from home.
There was the obvious change of scale. From families of perhaps four to fourteen, there were now
sometimes one-hundred and fifty at "first table." The refectory, i.e. dining room, was usually a long,
narrow rectangle, with rows of narrow tables placed along three sides. At the top of the room and
perpendicular to the long rows of side tables there was a head table for congregational officers. The
center of the room was vacant and allowed for passage of Sister servers who, one learned, traveled
only in lines parallel to the tables. Each Sister had a place determined by the time of her entrance
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into the congregation. Literally, first come, first served. Meals in silence, seating arrangements,
prayers before and after meals, serving procedures, manners and, after the meal, a primitive method
of dish-washing at table-all were dictated by rule and custom. And all seemed strange.
This long accretion of revered custom and then-convenient remained into the mid-60s.
The almost ritual and limited use of water in washing up seems symbolic of the conservatism and
other-worldliness of that era. Veterans of those decades still cite that feature as the most offensive of
the whole. More diversified foods and food preparation, smaller numbers and smaller tables, sometimes fast food and always faster pace, aesthetics, feminism, theology, hygiene-all have reshaped
convent dining culture and water usage. Piscinas, basins and pitchers, scrap dishes and washing-up
bowls were left for the antiques and collectible dealers to prize.
At the same time we were thrown into conventual customs, we began our college education. For the most part, a distinctly liberal, classical education. I learned little more of water than its
parts: two of hydrogen, one of oxygen and that early Greek philosophers gave it a quarter billing in
the make-up of the universe. Real philosophy-Scholasticism and Thomism-would surely reveal
the great ontological realities.
Enter, among other things, a decade of Irish mists. For its comparative cultural value, living
almost a decade of my midlife in Ireland parallels my late adolescent departure from home and my
entrance into conventual-collegiate life. From a first summer visit in 1969 to several six-month stays
from 1973 to 1983 and subsequent short pilgrimages, I have learned islandness and ocean in Ireland. Living on the Connemara coast, where the next parish is America, I learned the many parts of
water. I observed, but never mastered, ebb and flow of tides, gale force winds and effects of Gulf
Stream. I saw the Mayfly rise on Loch Corrib and watched salmon leap the Galway weirs. I awaited
the scalding of tea and, more rarely, the addition of a wee drop to brackish water. In Ireland, water
was all: breaking of waters into new stages of life and baptism; nutrient and washing; river, current
and flood; deepest blessing. That insularity carries me yet into the mainstream.
These days, due, we are told, to far-ranging consequences of El Nio and La Nina, the Great
Lakes region has had an early and clement spring. Well before Easter, lawns and gardens begged
attention. Mindful of, but not obedient to, almanac warnings against planting before Memorial
Day, I set out some two dozen tomato, pepper, and squash plants in mid-May. After a few days of
mid-eighties temperatures and drying winds, they were thirsty. However, the grounds keepers at the
community plots were less hasty and the network of hoses was slow to come. As the summer progressed, even higher temperatures and cloudless skies persisted. So I, too, have become a woman at
the well.
There are women of all ages, all centuries, all countries who draw and carry water. Women at
the well. It is not only a biblical image but a modem reality. There one finds good company. It might
be a good place to take the new water bottle.
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THE LEPER
Outside the cathedral wall in Dar es Salaam,
by the hot reek of the rotting harbor, a man
sits hunched with outstretched hands,
the fingers worn to remnants, to nubs, to dusky
gestures of themselves. His feet are loose
in leather pouches, round pods
beneath his ankles, unable to carry
what is left. Not all that different from
my brother, though frostbite kills
once and is gone. My brother, he rides proud
on his horse-on Sonya, Cinnamon, Pablo,
Buck-he rides them into the western sunset.
In the stifling dawn of East Africa, this old man
cannot cross the street to dip himself
in the Indian Ocean-not once, not seven timeswhen the water is troubled by angels on their sudden
way to Zanzibar. Silver and gold I have some,
but I also have so far to go this day and the nextto Johannesburg, to Santa Barbara. He holds me
with his eyes and with a serene smile
as if to bless, as if to forgive me for passing by.
Salama, he says. Salama. Peace. All day

this man has helped me to rise up and walk.

Paul Willis
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James Combs

A common pastime among families nowadays is a search for roots. Every family has a
genealogy, and it seems most every one also has
a genealogist. Usually this is a family member
who pursues it as a hobby, but there is also a
thriving genealogy industry that for pay will
provide you a detailed account and list of your
forebears, and who begat whom down through
the generations to you. An aunt of mine long ago
hired a professional who traced the Combs
line-whatever that means since there are many
thousands of them-back to John Combe of
Stratford, a friend of Shakespeare. She was
thrilled until she discovered that old John was a
somewhat despised moneylender who had himself buried in a grand tomb in Holy Trinity
Church, to which locals attached a bitter epitaph. More recently, a maternal relative has been
researching that lineage, and has discovered that
my great-grandmother was a Cherokee Indian.
Such a discovery in a family tree, I am told
by genealogy buffs, is difficult for some people
to handle. It is one thing to discover that some
of your ancestors were unsavory, but quite
another that they were of another race, an aborigine, someone different, or somesuch. The
motive for a genealogy search is often to establish a pedigree, so news of pirates and whores
and usurers and other races or peoples doesn't
go far establishing your kith and kin as qualified
for a coat of arms or AKC papers. Yet such discoveries should not surprise us. For when we
begin to forage around in our familial past, the
number of people involved increases exponentially, and once back a few generations, you have
no idea who these people were, where they were
from, how they got together, who was born in
or out of wedlock, what "blood" they had

flowing in their veins, who was patrician and
who plebeian, and so on. Southern racists used
to speak darkly about the dangers of "mongrelization" if segregation ended, threatening the
"purity" of something called the "white race".
(One delightful Alabama populist, "Kissin' Jim"
Folsom, enjoyed pointing to light brown skins
and noting how much "nighttime integrating"
was going on.) A bit of reflection on the endless
migratory and conquering patterns of human
history reminds us how much of everyone's
genealogy is "impure," in that we are all the
product of eons of virtually random nighttime
integrating. One of my father's grandmothers
was named Kiser, and was likely a German
descendant of the Hessian soldiers who deserted
after Yorktown and split for the frontier, the
Appalachians; my Cherokee great-grandmother
grew up in a remote mountain area of North
Carolina where Indians marrying whites was
illegal under the Jim Crow "miscegenation"
laws-she did anyway-but also at a time and
place wherein Indians did habitually marry black
folk. So we might be able to add deserters and
ex-slaves to my pedigree, but hardly qualifying
me to claim royal or blueblood status.
I think the correct attitude to take towards
such new knowledge about oneself should be
exhilaration. There is something cheering and
invigorating about having such a genetic link
with the past, that somehow in the "loom of history" I wound up being the present product of
people from Europe, Asia, and possibly even
Africa. These long-dead individuals of various
origins and hues will, alas, remain forever
unknown, but they certainly make me feel
related to shadowy forebears forever and tantalizingly lost in "the dark backward and abysm of
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time." It makes you wish that somehow you
could "read" your genetic code to tell you who
these people were, how they got here, how they
got together, and what part of you they are. Like
most of the human race, I am no thoroughbred
but rather a mongrel. But isn't it more interesting to be so various and mysterious? And,
indeed, to be aware that you do have historical
roots.
It is likely that such discoveries do not
change personality or habit, but they do affect
one's sense of self, of who you are, since now
you know more about who went before and
created you. But finding out things about yourself cannot but affect your identity. If you are
capacious, self-knowledge can be incorporated
into your imaginings of who you are; if not, it
can be rejected or suppressed. Golly, I am
ecstatic to find out I am also that. Or, whatever I
am, I am not that. As the psychologists tell us,
identity is at the core of understanding human
being. And literary critic Northrop Frye asserts
that the "story of the loss and regaining of identity is ... the framework of all literature." After
all, asking who I am, and who we are, is pretty
fundamental. But nowadays questions of identity must include not only loss and regain but
also addition and adoption. I keep finding out
more things about myself (I am part Indian :
what does that mean for me?), and keep being
attracted to states of being that I might adopt (if
I live this way, what new being might I become?)
If identity consists of a confirmable and usable
sense of self, then the accumulation of selfknowledge and the fluidity of history pose both
threat and promise. In the onrush of knowledge
and the welter of events, identity becomes negotiable and even fragile.
This is most evident in the changes now
underway in what we identify ourselves with.
There is much talk about the "end" of political
and economic man. This end, I suspect, is quite
temporary, but there is some real evidence that
many people no longer invest their identity with
political and economic symbols, institutions,
or actors. The modal political act of our time is
non-voting. The more money, expertise, and
organized effort expended, the fewer voters
there are. People sense, I think, that the System
is phony, that politicians are employees of those
who own and run the System, and consequently
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that elections are meaningless exercises and
voting a waste of time. Political identification
requires an emotional investment of one's self,
and apparently the majority of eligible adults
find the price too high or the payoff too low to
bother. Any foray into the byways of the land
reveals profound disinterest in and disdain for
the Big Doings of Federal City. The American
political system may one day be called off for
lack of interest.
Similarly, economic identity seems to be in
eclipse. In the past, one identified with a career,
a company, the tradeoff of loyal work in
exchange for fair treatment and security. Like
the vote, one's work counted. But now that has
been downsized. We live in what is called "Free
Agent, USA," wherein old loyalties and expectations have vanished, and one is left with
nothing and no one to identify with. All you can
do is keep trying to sell your labor wherever you
can, and hope what you do retains some value;
if not, you may expect to be discarded. As a free
agent, you would be foolish to "submerge your
own identity" with an organization and a boss
who sees you in exclusively exploitative terms.
Thus you have to keep your skills up-to-date,
your bags packed, and your options open. The
difficulty with this self-image as the ultimate
mobile worker is that most people simply can't
sustain it. Professional and management people
are put in the same position as day laborers and
migratory workers and adjunct teachers. Organizations cannot count on atomized employees
reduced in status and uncertain of tenure. In a
larger sense, I suspect that an economic system
based in such crass dealings and doubledealings
is not fundamentally sound. If no one identifies
with the institutions and practices of the System,
who will provide it with emotional support and
intellectual risk when it threatens to collapse?
Even economic man does not live by bread
alone; money without meaning can become a
fiscal house of cards.
So if politics and economics are being
drained of meaning, what's left? Where do we
direct and invest our identities? Where do we
learn who we are and who we might be? Religion has been a traditional venue for self-identification when the world becomes too much with
us. In the present, I am afraid, popular religion
has co-opted far too much of this noble senti-
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ment. I refer here not only to those religious outlets that translate faith into show business, but
also the astounding tendency to imbue every
innovation with religious significance. Currently
the Internet is touted as something of a transcendental Universal Mind, and virtual reality a
ghostic superreality that allows us access to noncorporeal communions. But then every technology since the invention of speech has been
viewed as a sacred vessel, going back to the
magical powers attributed to words.
Much more common is to orient one's
identity towards popular culture. Or perhaps we
should say identities: for popular culture is so
various that we can entertain the potential for
multiple selves, different identities, even hidden
and disguised self-presentations. The psychologist Robert Jay Lifton writes of "the protean
self" and America as "the protean nation,"
plural selves in a plural universe. Who am I at
this time or in that place? We might speak of
Americans as constantly involved in reinventing
themselves in the theatre of the self, a theatre in
which they learn to play from popular sources.
Perhaps we should term such an identity as a
play self, whereby we learn to act without
involvement. The selves we try on are masks
or disguises worn out of curiosity or expedience, but not really believed in or sustained.
A "lifestyle" can be tried on and taken off like
hats in a store; a relationship can be tried out
without commitment; loyalties can be given and
taken away without ethical complications. As
protean shapeshifters, we can take on new roles
and convictions with the ease of Melville's confidence man. We are, after all, only fooling.
Our current difficulty may stem from the
fact that there are so many things we can be. Do
we want to be urbane, wisecracking guys and
gals living the single life in a city, like on the sitcoms? Or how about a romantic conniver as on
the soap operas? Obviously we cannot all be
E.R. doctors or L.A. lawyers or NYPD cops. But
we can engage in vicarious learning about cities
and urban organizations and street life, whether
it is accurate or not. But even many activities not
beyond us can become part of our vicarious
experience. People now engage in "virtual
leisure," watching cooking, sewing, furniture
and house repair shows while never engaging
themselves in these activities. Constraints of

time and skill have led people to relax by passively watching Emeril Lagasse cook, Martha
Stewart set a table, Norm Abram redo the rec
room of this old house. They do this in front of
a TV close to a kitchen full of exquisite appliances they do not use, by a dining room with an
unset table, in an apartment or house they paid
untold amounts to have an interior designer
and decorator do. (I find it amusing that the
Food Channel programs, featuring professional
cooks cooking up fabulous gourmet meals, are
largely sponsored by fast foods or franchise food
chains.) There is evidence that many of the
people who buy exercise equipment and running
togs never use them, and that many of the
musical instruments purchased, including grand
pianos, are set in houses and unplayed. Suburban
dwellers load down their dens with arsenals of
guns and bows largely unused, wear combat or
Outback clothing, and drive to work in "range
rover" vehicles designed for mountain roads but
now stuck in stop-and-go beltway traffic. A vast
gardening industry exists, including equipment
bought and stored for gardens that go
unplanted. A TV fishing show host says that
people write him with the plaintive message,
"We fish through you."
It seems here that people are playing with
self-images of what they would like to be, but
have neither the time nor the skill to do so.
American males still entertain fantasies of outdoor adventure, seeing themselves as armed
hunter-gatherers foraging the forests and rivers
to bring in game and fish to cook on their suburban backyard grill. But there is also a measure
of domestic nostalgia here, longing for some
kind of homey self-reliance and familial communion that no longer exists. Cooking and craft
shows and advertising speak to that loss,
reminding us of an identity that we wish we
could reacquire but have lost the skill to do. It
appears that the domestic skills called "handwork"-sewing, embroidery, knitting, crocheting, and so on-are dying crafts. We may
wonder if the sewing machine occupies the same
dusty place in these houses as the unused
piano around which no family group sings and
the kitchen in which no family prepares a
meal together.
There is great poignancy in this, and no
small amount of cultural neurosis. Such frus-

trated self-images, stuck in the liminal present,
try to buy the things that once made people
happy. With the confusing choice of multiple
identities, it becomes difficult to maintain a
sense of self-possession: who am I, and who
might I be? In fin de siecle Vienna, Dr. Freud
diagnosed hysteria as the dominant personality
disorder of the time, as a response to rapid
urbanization, sexual repression, and the strictures of roles. Now Dr. Sherry Turkle, a sociologist at MIT, maintains that the big illness of our
time may be multiple-personality disorder. In
our search for old or new identities, we can
easily collapse before the confusion into efforts
to impersonate all kinds of being. Just think of
the chat rooms on the Internet wherein anonymous people share a play identity, often as an
effort to escape, or redefine, one's present life,
in a world of rapid globalization, sexual
freedom, and a multiplicity of roles. Indeed, one
doesn't have to go to the Internet to see such fantasies of escape. On any summer weekend, you
can joust at a Renaissance festival, take part in a
Civil War battle as a "re-enactor," eat at a
medieval banquet, or huff and puff through the
woods in camouflage with your fellow militia
members defending the Republic. In his classic
The Collective Search for Identity, Orrin Klapp
wrote of "identity voyages," about seekers who
looked for heroes, movements, cults, and
crusades to join as true believers melding their
identity with that which was found. But even
those who are armed merely with a TV remote
flipping through channels are no less seekers on
a voyage, finding in a fashion show here or a
gardening show there clues to the identity they
have lost or found or seek.
Professor Turkle defines a "liminal" culture as a "moment when things are betwixt
and between, when old structures have broken
down and new ones have not yet been created."
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In fin de siecle America, it is no wonder that we
seek what Frye called "fables of identity" that
point to "the regaining of identity" but also ways
to "separate this state from its opposite, the
world we don't like and want to get away from."
He suggests that our stories can offer us a tone
of irony, letting us see the scope and meaning of
a situation, and to "detach us, at least in imagination, from the world we'd prefer not to be
involved with." Perhaps this attitude can help us
cope. For if we can see the irony of our situation,
we can detach ourselves a bit from the desperate
search for identity that seems to beset so many
of us. If we can look at the theatre of our self as
a detached observer, we can see the humor in
our plight, how funny we look as we try to figure
out who we are this time. Our condition is
comic, not tragic, and we are quite ordinary
stuff, very much in the same boat as everyone
else who ever lived. For if the question of identity is the framework of all literature, surely it is
also the framework of the human predicament
which we all face daily. Perhaps it helps the
direction of that boat taking us on the identity
voyage we are all on if we were all more mongrel-minded. If we can see ourselves as eclectic
creations, a part of the torrential stream of the
human race and human history, we can see the
irony of living in a particular time and place and
the tangle people are always in. We can then
delight in unexpected discoveries about ourselves, approach the present with the sagacity
to realize that this too shall pass, and anticipate
the future as an identity voyage in which we discover over and over again who we are and who
we might be, and go beyond what we don't
like and want to get away from, and towards
what we like and want to go to. At least that's
what we Indians believe. Peace.
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childish ways and the kingdom of heaven

Thomas C. Willadsen

When I was a child, I spoke like a child, I thought
like a child, I reasoned like a child; when I
became an adult, I put an end to childish ways.
I Corinthians 13: 11 NRSV

Growing up has always been a difficult
concept for me. When I began first grade I marvelled at how large and mature the 7th and 8th
graders were; I could not imagine living that
long. I did not think about one day becoming a
patrol boy, as some of my classmates did,
because it simply did not seem possible. The
night before my eighth birthday I cried and cried
because I liked being seven. I'd spent a year at it.
I knew how to be seven. Eight, well, I'd never
been that before, how could I possibly know
how to do it right? Better I should just stay
seven.
Still, I had a clear sense of what adulthood
is like. Adults are not afraid of tornados. Adults
can go to Dairy Queen every night if they want
to. Adults eat everything on their plate, even
lima beans and asparagus. (Apparently age
deadens one's sense of taste to the point that
foods that all preschoolers deem "yucky" are
actually palatable by the advanced age of 30; science will prove this one day.) And adults go to
cocktail parties. Not that any adult I knew went
to cocktail parties. Still I imagined myself
standing at a cocktail party, holding a drink and
talking to someone. My wife was nearby in this
vision. I knew that when that vision actually happened I would think back to the little kid who
had had it and smile at how he (I) had become
an adult.
Today it seems inconsistent that eighth
grade was off the map, but eating lima beans
wasn't. I'll chalk that up to reasoning like a child.
Sometimes my mother called me Peter Pan
because I didn't want to grow up and resisted it
so passionately. But grow up I did. Seven years

after first grade I even reached eighth grade and
big whoop. Maybe if I'd seen this whole grade
school process as a series of annual, small steps
the distant future wouldn't have seemed so
remote.
Sometime around age ten it dawned on me
that birthdays would come no matter what,
resist them, ignore them, enjoy them-it didn't
matter. Every year March 1 would appear on the
calendar and I would have to learn how to be a
new age.
For a long time I used to pray before I fell
asleep each night. This practice began one day
when in the middle of a tantrum, Mom told me
to count my blessings. For some reason I did.
There was Curt and Tommy from across the
alley ... Mom laughed because I'd assumed that
blessings were people. Each night I would thank
God for as many people as I could remember.
Then I heard this passage from I Corinthians
about putting away childish ways. Certainly this
nightly prayer: "Thank you God for Todd ...
Thank you God for Daryl. ... " was a childish
way to pray-Beaver Cleaver had been praying
that way in reruns for fifteen years! So I put this
childish way behind me.
At age 15 I was baptized and confirmed at
my church. Now I was a full member of the
church. I could vote; I could hold office. A year
later I was elected to serve the congregation as a
deacon. And so began a period of my life (that
will one day end) when I have been the youngest
person in attendance at every church meeting.
When the other deacons talked about their
grandchildren I pointed out that I still was one. I
didn't feel grown up, even though in the eyes of
the church I was a full member.
I went off to college and even though my
horizons expanded and I was paying my own
phone bill, I didn't feel grown up. I do distinctly
remember the day I received my first credit card
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in the mail. I had just returned from marching
band practice wearing a baseball hat that looked
just like Goofy's head (you could even turn up
the bill and see his teeth), camouflage pants, my
Chief Peoria t-shirt and a button, a gift from the
state dairy producers association, which said, "I
Heart Milk." I just knew the Visa card people
were going to see me and snatch it out of my
hand!
I felt really grown up the first summer I
stayed away from home and lived in an apartment rather than a dorm. Then Mom came to
visit and the first thing she did was take me to
the supermarket to buy me "staples:" peanut
butter, baloney, corn flakes, orange juice and
milk. And she kept buying me staples every time
she visited me in a new place; she'd drag me to
store and fill a cart asking, "Do you like the
creamy or the superchunk? I can never
remember." I'm sure the checkers were
impressed at how grown up I was.
Sometime after college I noticed it seemed
strange to call my friends' parents Mr. Rafferty
or Mrs. Hauck. I began calling them by their first
names and didn't feel weird about it! Could I be
growing up? No, it still startles me when people
my age call my mom Marge.
I was disappointed that ordination didn't
make me feel grown up. Even getting to stick
"the Rev." in front of my name didn't do it for
me. Once when I visited a lady in the hospital
and introduced myself as her pastor she said,
"You're too young to be my pastor!" I pulled out
the identification card that the Presbytery sends
annually and showed it to her. "Read 'em and
weep, Clara, I'm the real thing!" I guess if I were
really grown up I'd have been more pastoral.
Signs of adulthood turned up in surprising
ways. Once I told someone, "I can handle this; I
make car payments." Another time it dawned on
me that now when I get letters from college they
ask for money, not demand it by the 15th of next
month. I even began paying my student loans.
Giving blood seemed, at first, noble and altruistic, so did voting. Unfortunately, where I first
began doing those things they also give you
stickers, that say, "Be nice to me, I gave blood
today." and "I voted," which I wore more
proudly than adults probably should.
After I got engaged I noticed that Mom
stopped schlepping me to the grocery store.
After I got married and started introducing my
wife and being referred to as a husband I still
looked over my shoulder to see if anyone would
catch me in these pretend roles.
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A few years ago I was asked to preach at
my home congregation's centennial. It was a
great honor and I was flattered, humbled,
excited and nervous. Afterwards I was surrounded by little old ladies who had known my
grandparents and had watched me grow up.
They were delighted to see that their church had
produced someone who would continue to
preach the gospel after they're gone. They said,
"I knew you when you were a little boy!" And I
responded, "Now I'm a little man." Still, I can't
say that I felt that I had arrived at adulthood that
mornmg.
The next day as I loaded up my car for my
two-day drive home I took my baseball cards
with me. My mother would have sung and
danced if she hadn't hurt her back. As it was, she
walked with me to the car, whistling, "Take me
out to the ballgame." Was I grown up now that
my baseball cards lived with me? What if I had
to get rid of them to achieve adulthood?
I recently made two major life transitions:
I started serving a church as a solo pastor (after
more than seven years as an associate) and I
turned 35. So far I'm liking both of these
changes and the power (such as it is) hasn't gone
to my head. Demographers believe that I'm too
old for rock and roll now. I'm older than most
professional baseball players, which seemed as
remote as 8th grade thirty years ago. In fact, one
of the first things that made me feel "old" was
hearing the name of some up-and-coming rookie
ball player and realize I have his father's baseball
card. The other day I took the fuzzy dice off my
rearview mirror as I drove with a funeral procession; maybe I'm finally putting an end to my
childish ways.
I hope not entirely, because adulthood is
overrated. Last Palm Sunday I passed palm
branches out to the choir and immediately two
sopranos began a sword fight. Rather than
launching into a Pauline critique, I joined right
m.
Last week as we were dressing our three
year old, my wife told him how special that day
was because he got to wear brand-new, warm,
fuzzy sweatpants!! Peter was so filled with glee
that he ran laps around the living room singing
"new fuzzy pants, new fuzzy pants." He got us
singing and running and laughing. Some childish
ways I hope to hold onto forever. I've even
started to regard thanking God for people as a
sign of maturity. Maybe I've always been ahead
of my time.

f

whatver happened to accountability?

Robert Benne

Americans are big on the concept of
freedom. If there is any "highest good" in the
pantheon of American values, it is the freedom
to choose. In most debates the freedom to
choose can be used to trump almost any other
value. When my students debate social issues in
my classes, the conversation is often ended by
one party claiming the right to choose. What can
overcome such a trump-card? I try to tell them
that we do indeed have the right to choose-we
do have freedom-but that the challenge of the
moral life is to make the right choices. Beyond
that, I argue, the life of freedom entails accountability for one's choices. Freedom cannot be sustained without a lot of people making right or at
least tolerable choices, and it cannot live long
without people being accountable for their
choices, especially their wrong choices.
Increasingly, it seems to me, we have
freedom only before the act. We prize that and
hold it almost sacrosanct. But after the act, when
we are obligated to be accountable for our
actions, freedom disappears. We explain it away
through psychological or sociological analyses.
Accountability is shifted elsewhere, preferrably
to someone far in the past or to social institutions that have deep pockets.
Perhaps the most dramatic example of this
accountability-shifting shellgame 1s that
regarding smoking. If anyone claims to be oblivious to the dangers of smoking since at least the
mid-60s, they have been living in never-never
land. Indeed, cigarettes were called "coffin
nails" far earlier than the 60s.
For thirty years the rhetoric against
smoking has gradually gained great momentum.
In recent years anti-smoking has become a great
cause of the "enlightened elite." Television com-

mentators can speak contemputously of "big
tobacco" and roundly condemn the hapless
members of the human community that go on
smoking. Never mind that many people smoke
lightly or moderately. They are "smokers," an
almost ontological category. Even insurance
companies refuse to make distinctions about the
frequency of smoking.
So few can claim that they were unaware
that smoking is risky or that it is generally condemned by the larger culture. When a person
smokes they do so "against the grain" and
should be willing to take the consequences of
their action.
But the accountability has been dramatically shifted away from the smoker and toward
the deep pockets of the tobacco industry. Billions
have been ransacked from legal industries that
offer a risky product. (Not that one should feel
sorry for the tobacco companies. They irresponsibly denied for far too long the hazards of
smoking even after everyone else knew better.
Further, they simply pass their litigation
expenses on to the blue collar folks who buy the
cigarettes. Trial lawyers and state treasuries suck
up another hidden tax on the working class.)
Our litigious trial lawyers will not stop
with tobacco, I fear. Gun manufacturers are
already in their sights, to use an unfortunate
image. No doubt a likely next target will be
brewing and distilling companies. Certainly the
misuse of alcohol brings forth far more negative
effects than even smoking. And drinking alcoholic beverages, like smoking, is looked upon as
something of an addiction, something that goes
beyond free choice. No matter that there are
more ex-smokers than smokers and abstainers
than drinkers. Accountability for the misuse of
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alcohol will soon be shifted to brewers and distillers, not the drinkers themselves. We have
freedom only before the act, not after.
But let's get off smoking and drinking. Sex
may be more interesting. Hillary Clinton has
psychologized husband Bill's gargantuan sexual
appetites away by attributing them to abuse he
suffered when he was caught between the emotional claims of his mother and his grandmother.
It is amazing, she avers, that he is as noble a man
as he is. So Clinton's many willful and reckless
adulteries have little to do with his own moral
agency. He is not really accountable for them.
We'll just have to "understand."
The church is wracked with legal actions
against the sexual misconduct of a surprising
number of pastors. Bishops spend way too much
of their time intervening in such cases and
defending themselves against litigation. Again,
accountability is not placed with the pastors, and
the sometimes willing "victims" of the misconduct. (Yes, I know, there are real victims in many
cases.) It is shifted to the bishops and churches
that supervise the pastors. Big sums are involved.
Could it be that shifting accountability is a very
lucrative business?
The nation's recent violent episodes are
also compelling cases in point. In all the commentary about the young men who shot so many
fellow-students and teachers in Littleton, Colorado, not one that I am aware of attributed
their actions to a willful choice of evil. Great
searches were mounted for "understanding"
their actions. Could it be parental neglect?
Could it be violent video games? Could it be fascist organizations? Could it be that they were
rejected by their peers? Could it be the general
youth culture? Could it be the availability of
guns?
We will have similar ruminations about the
day trader who went on a murderous rampage
in Atlanta. Did he snap? Did losses in day trading
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lead him to morbid despair? Is there something
in his family origins to account for his violent
tendencies? Is it a male thing?
Of course all of these factors are relevant.
But they don't absolve the perpetrators of their
moral agency. They chose their deeds, even as
they chose their own deaths after doing their
worst. They no doubt thought they were
avoiding accountability for their deeds through
suicide. But accountability may not end with this
life; they may have much more for which to
account as they meet their Maker.
I hesitate to contemplate what may be in
store for us as biological research finds more
genetic "causes" for what we do. The biological
sciences may make psychology and sociology
look like pikers when it comes to absolving us of
our accountability.
It all comes down, it seems to me, to the
dominance of philosophical naturalism in our
thinking about human agency. If all of realityincluding human thought and action-can be
understood in terms of a tight chain of natural
cause and effect, then there is little room for
freedom. Moral agency is just an illusion we
need to live without going totally mad. It is a fiction that comforts us into believing our choices
are actually real.
But we know that is not the case. Philosophical naturalism is not reflexively adequate.
That is, it cannot account for itself and its claims
to be true. If everything is equally caused, then
there are no true or false opinions. Further, it
cannot account for the immediate sense of
freedom we have when we are confronted with
an agonizing choice in which we have to use our
judgment about an ambiguous case. In those
times we sometimes wish we were "determined." But our immediate experience is that
we aren't. We have to decide. And, I hope, be
accountable for our acts.

f

God like a Spendthrift:
meditations on bugs and insects

Jeanne Murray Walker

MILLIPEDE
After the grammar of home-the chairs
and tables-stopped making sense to him,
after he learned the alphabet was a double agent
and worked for the enemy, too,
after his childhood photos turned inscrutable,
after the climate changed,
after he began to wonder
whether the climate had stayed the same
and it was he who' d changed,
after the air cleared of his rant
which he later recognized
as the first stage of his uncertainty,
after he quarantined himself
in a shadowy house of doubts,
before the radiance settled on him,
there was a long time he couldn't move at allthose days when he would wake up
and each leg
would say to the other
You first.
No, after you! No, really, after you!

ON THE FACT THAT THERE ARE MORE THAN 300,000
KNOWN SPECIES OF BEETLES, MOST OF WHICH HAVE
NOT BEEN DISCOVERED

Suppose God practiced on stones,
polishing them to brilliance,
bending over his anvil, scatching
the thorax, pulling his own hairs
to fashion the antennae.
Now that He's got the hang of it,
He does thousands, each one different,
this green beetle
detailed as a museum ornament.
The beetle's black intense eyes
catch God's. God is a coloratura
singing, Do, re, mi, More Beetles!
I would like to ask, Why two hundred thousand?
Like Picasso, keep it spare.
Like Einstein, make the theory simple.
But God goes on all morning
with his opulent colors,
a spendthrift, designing company
for people
he is just beginning to imagine.
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LADYBUGS
They are the fiery Braille
written on autumn meadows.
Out of their black mouths
psalms trickle. All winter
they sleep in tree stumps
or under rocks, tumbled together
like orange buttons in a box.
Come summer, they wake
to their separate bodies, rounded
like the dome of sky
with black spots
they carry on their backs
over logs and up mountains
so carefully they might be
lugging stars.

WATER STRIDER
It's nothing but mechanics,

the insect book tells us
The legs he rows and steers with
are long and widely spaced,
distributing his weight. They're
covered with water-repellent scales.

The book talks and talks
to rub out the miracle of
how The Water Strider does it.
After all, water is covered with a thin,
elastic film and his stomach is feathered
with hairs that don't get soaked.

I watch him pick his way across the lake
as fathoms of deadly water
start to roll and break
beneath him. Who is this
with such a long way to go?
He could be Jesus!

WHY MISS MANNERS SHOULD SET FORTH TECHNIQUES FOR
TREATING BUGS AND INSECTS WITH COURTESY
Because the water strider walks
across the lake like Jesus. Because
when the grasshopper injures its leg,
it bites the thing off and grows another.
Because katydids might as well be leaves.
Because they exaggerate green
and carry on their backs a private spring.
Because when I watch myself get out of bed
through a fly's multifaceted eyes,
I learn what it is to be human. Because,
when a walking stick climbs my arm
with its horny little feet, I can change
into a mountain with snows at the peak.

I want to call Miss Manners,
to dictate some Do's and Don'ts.
Look Where You're Walking.
Move Beetles Off The Sidewalk.
Lift Grasshoppers To Safety.
It is a discipline. It may lead to a good life.

It may foster attention in you that will save
your soul. Listen to me, friend,
I would like to shoot my whole wad,
to turn this computer into a Hammond organ
to send quavers and sobs of music
you can't ignore, words marching
into your heart like ants across the page.
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Michael]. Murray (ed.) Reason For
the Hope Within. Grand Rapids:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Co., 1999.
In the past three decades there
has been a marked increase in the
attention philosophers in the "analytic" tradition have given to questions of religious belief. Not all of
these philosophers are believers: for
instance, Oxford professor J. L.
Mackie argued at length against
God's existence in The Miracle of
Theism. (In his estimate, what is
miraculous about theism is that
anyone would accept it.) But religious belief has also found able
defenders among some of the most
talented English-speaking philosophers working today. The most influential among them is Alvin Plantinga,
professor of philosophy at the University of Notre Dame, who has used
his expertise in metaphysics, logic,
and epistemology to argue for the
rationality of belief in God. Other
prominent figures include Richard
Swinburne, Peter Van Inwagen,
William Alston, Robert and Marilyn
Adams, Nicholas Wolterstorff, and
Eleonore Stump.
These philosophers have generated enough momentum to guarantee that philosophically acute
treatment of religious belief will
carry over into the next century. This
is especially true given the fact that
many of their young proteges have
inherited both their interests and
their methodology. The majority of
contributors to the present volume
either did their Ph.D. work at Notre
Dame or served as fellows of the university's Center for the Philosophy

of Religion, so the influence of
Plantinga is evident. Many arguments from Reason for the Hope
Within are culled from his work.
This might make the book sound
derivative. In fact, the authors do not
intend originality. People already
familiar with contemporary philosophy of religion will find very little
they have not already encountered in
the pages of journals like Faith and

Philosophy or International Journal
for Philosophy of Religion. The stated
intent of the book is to "put the work
of recent Christian philosophy into a
format that would make it accessible
to the lay person." This is a task long
overdue, for much analytic philosophy of religion is technical fare
suited only to the palate of the professional. The prominent philosophers of religion mentioned above
were first accomplished in one or
another of the basic subdisciplines of
philosophy, usually in the forbiddingly abstract fields of metaphysics
and epistemology. Plantinga, for
instance, can sound like an erstwhile
mathematician. In The Nature of
Necessity he defends the goodness of
God in allowing suffering by
claiming it is possible that "There is a
member E of S, a state of affairs T,
and an action A such that (1) E's
instantiation freely performs A in
W*, (2) Tis the largest state of affairs
God actualizes in W*, and (3) if God
has strongly actualized T, E's instantiation would not have performed
A."
The translation into the vernacular this volume proposes has more
than an academic purpose-it is supposed to contribute to the task of
Christian apologetics. Murray distin-

guishes ~wo types of apologetics,
"positive" and "negative." The
former is "the project of trying to
point out the uncomfortable fit unbelievers experience in their belief
structure, a belief structure which
includes the denial of Christianity."
Murray admits that no argument will
be absolutely impossible for the
unbeliever to refute, but he thinks
that the Christian can at least put forward arguments that can only be
rejected by a radical denial of some
plausible belief. For instance, the
"cosmological argument" for the
existence of God, which says that
there has to be some ultimate
uncaused cause of the universe,
could be shrugged off by an atheist
who is willing to say that the universe
simply happened to exist. But atheists who don't want to pay that price
will find the argument persuasive.
The task of negative apologetics,
on the other hand, is not concerned
to convince the unbeliever of the
truth of Christian doctrine, but to
"resolve the uncomfortable fit that
unbelievers claim exists within the
Christian view." It is a purely defensive tactic that, instead of arguing for
Christianity, deflects arguments presented against it. Negative apologetics are needed when, for example,
atheists argue that the existence of
suffering tells against the goodness or
power of God, or when non-Christians find the orthodox understanding of Christ as both fully
human and fully divine to be incaherent.
As an attempt to present contemporary philosophy of religion in
a manner accessible to the layperson,
Reason for the Hope Within is an

unqualified success. The prose is
clear and the authors take care to
define philosophical concepts such as
"contingency," "counterfactuals of
freedom," and "a priori knowledge"
in easily intelligible terms. For all
that, the book will be a difficult read
for those new to philosophy; as
Murray warns in his introduction,
"we aim to make you work a bit here
... the topics under discussion here
are deep and hard." It is also a long
book (422 pages of text) and purely
functional in tone, so a reader accustomed to the slim but rhetorically
powerful works of popularizers like
C. S. Lewis or G. K. Chesterton will
be in for a challenge. But this reflects
more on the inherent nature of the
subject matter than on any shortcomings in the contributors.
As a tool for the Christian apologist the book's usefulness is more
limited, particularly with respect to
the "positive" case. First, the positive
case is restricted to proving the existence of God. There is not even an
attempt to provide arguments for
distinctively Christian doctrines such
as the divinity of Christ or his resurrection. Thus the would-be proselytizer using Murray's book will come
up short in an encounter with a nonChristian

theist,

whether

Jew,

Muslim, or Deist. Second, the book
does not attain even this more limited goal. William C. Davis, in his
survey of "Theistic Arguments,"
admits that the cosmological and
teleological arguments do not necessarily imply that the creator of the
universe is an omnipotent, omniscient, perfectly good person. The
"necessary first cause" of the cosmological argument need not be a personal being, still less a maximally
great one. Davis says that "a being
that is nothing more than the necessarily existing cause of the universe
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would not be God, but God can
surely fit the job description." But
this fact hardly makes the nontheistic
worldview uncomfortable, since an
impersonal cause, or a personal but
imperfect creator, fit the job description equally well. The teleological
argument infers the existence of an
intelligent designer of the universe;
but as David Hume famously pointed
out two centuries ago, this cosmic
craftsman could be a bumbling
incompetent who got things right by
trial and error, a committee of limited deities who jointly drew up blueprints for the universe, or even a
mortal being whose creation will
outlive it. Davis again responds that
"The issue is not whether it is possible to assemble our idea of God
[from evidence of design in the universe]; rather the real issue is
whether the God we know from the
Scriptures provides the best explanation for the facts of the world." But
he gives no reason for thinking that
an

omnipotent,

omniscient,

omnibenevolent being is a better
explanation for design than Hume's
less exalted creators.
In "A Scientific Argument for the
Existence of God" Robin Collins
gives a thorough summary of the
"fine-tuning" argument based on the
impressive precision scientific laws
exhibit in allowing for life to arise.
However, the Humean problem
afflicts this argument as well, and in
any case Collins' probabilistic slant
on the argument concludes only that
fine tuning provides "strong evi-

Evil, and Suffering" Daniel BowardSynder presents the latest theistic
responses to the perennial complaint
that a perfect creator would prevent
the existence of pain. Caleb Miller,
employing Plantinga's "Reformed
Epistemology," convincingly argues
that faith and reason are not necessarily at odds. There are essays
defending the coherence of doctrines
such as the Incarnation, the Trinity,
the Resurrection, hell, and the
authority of the Bible. The arguments are fairly strong but an astute
unbeliever will nonetheless detect
weak spots. Two examples: (1)
Murray's essay on "Heaven and
Hell" suggests that it is God's respect
for our free will which makes eternal
damnation possible. So far so good,
but he overlooks one very important
objection (discussed in the professional literature) to the effect that
God could create only people whom
he foresaw would freely choose
heaven. (2) Despite orthodox intentions, Thomas D. Senor's explication
of the Trinity does not get us beyond
tritheism. He supposes that the
Father necessarily begets the Son,
and the two necessarily spirate the
Holy Spirit, so the three Persons are
linked by mutual entailment: "it is
simply not possible for one of the
three to exist independently from the
other two." Senor admits this does
not mean the three compose one
God, and attempts to rectify this
shortcoming by arguing that the
three are further united in willing
exactly the same things. But it is
obvious that distinct beings can agree
wholeheartedly without losing their

is too vague to make the nontheist

numeric distinctiveness. Tritheism is
not averted.
In the debate between Christian

especially worried.
Although the collection neglects
the positive case for Christianity per
se, the negative case is well developed and more satisfying. In "God,

and non-Christian the last word will
only be spoken at Judgment Day. In
the meantime, Reason for the Hope
Within gives the Christian apologist
up to date arguments for the ratio-

dence" for God's existence. But this

nality of traditional Christian belief
which, if not impeccable, will at least
force the nonbeliever to deeper
reflection. This book, in capable
hands, could easily remove the intellectual obstacles preventing someone
from embracing the faith, and
replace "vain philosophy" with the
light of truth.
Charles Seymour

Robert Benne. Seeing is Believing:
Visions of Life Through Film.
Lanham, MD: University Press of
America, 1998.
Robert Jewett. Saint Paul Returns to
the Movies: Triumph Over Shame.
Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., 1999.
The 1990s have seen at least a
dozen books come out on religion
and film. Also during the decade,
an on-line
journal,
The
Journal of Religion and Film
(http://www. unomaha.edu/ -wwwjrf)
appeared. Here at the end of the
decade, rwo of the best in this genre
have been published: Robert Benne's
Seeing is Believing and Robert
Jewett's Saint Paul Returns to the
Movies. Both authors have considerable experience using film in
teaching settings, and in analyzing
American cultural trends. Both
authors have written very wellreceived books and articles on topics
other than film and religion, though
neither is known principally as a film
critic (except perhaps in more local
circles). Both books demonstrate the
value of film in illustrating themes in
the culture, and more specifically in
religion. Both are tightly and effectively argued.
Most observers of the American
film industry will confirm that

movies that deal explicitly with religious themes are rare and are usually
in the independent or foreign production category. Occasionally, a
well-established director can afford
to deal with a religious theme, but it
is risky as a commercial venture. A
Martin Scorsese can take the risk
with a film like The Last Temptation
of Christ, but even he has avoided a
repeat foray directly into religious
themes. Robert Duvall, after many
acting successes, can direct, star, and
invest in The Apostle (1997). The
excellent religiously-themed movie,
Babette,s Feast (1987) has the more
typical background, a foreign production (Scandinavian). Robert
Benne includes Babette,s Feast in a
list of movies with explicit Christian
stories and Robert Jewett has a whole
chapter on that movie. However,
neither author has as his purpose to
discuss religious movies primarily.
Nor does either author reach much
beyond Babette,s Feast into the more
fertile foreign religious film territory.
These books primarily engage American films and American culture.
Beyond these general, but significant characteristics, the similarities
between the two books end. Robert
Benne looks only at "serious"
movies, ignoring the vast majority of
American films which he characterizes as diverting entertainments. His
criteria for a "serious" film focuses
on narrative structure. More specifically, a narrative with a beginning,
middle and ending, which conveys a
belief about the nature of the
processes of life, and convictions
about the ultimate environment in
which characters' lives are played
out, and a vision of human nature.
Benne classifies the narrative or
story in serious films in four major
categories: the Christian Story, the
American Story, the Greek Story and
the skeptical story. He further divides
the Christian narrative category into

explicit and implicit stories. To illustrate these types of narratives, he discusses eight films in detail. He supplements the eight with a list of a further sixty or so movies.
Of course, the category in
Benne's book that most closely
resembles a conventional understanding of a religious film is the
explicit Christian narrative. For the
author, this category of narrative has
three basic moments: "the confrontation with God as creator, sustainer and judge; the encounter with
God in Christ as mercy and grace;
and the meeting with God the Spirit
in the gift of new life" (20). The film
that is discussed in some detail in the
section on the explicit Christian narrative is the 1982 American movie,
Tender Mercies. It is also in this category that Benne puts Babette,s Feast.
These two choices, along with Dead
Man Walking (1995) and The Mission
(1986) seem to be close fits to the criteria for the category. The other six
in Benne's list of explicit Christian
stories would require further discussion with the author. For instance, is
the prominence and use of Scripture
in Sling Blade (1997) meant to be
seen in a positive or negative light?
What is the place of the ending of
that movie in the Christian narrative?
It would be interesting to further discuss with Benne his inclusion of films
here.
The "Implicit Christian" narrative category "lacks the self-conscious appropriation of the meaning
of the experience. The source of
judgment, grace, and new life is not
named. The experience (of the film's
characters) is not enlightened by
Christian interpretation" (3 7). The
Verdict (1982), starring Paul
Newman, is the movie discussed in
this category.
Perhaps the most interesting and
provocative category (and chapter)
in the book is the one on the Amer-

ican story. This narrative could also
be viewed as a religious narrative in
that the American story is simply a
secularization of the Old Testament
story. The language found in American history is often the language of
the Old Testament, the language of
covenant. America as the "promised
land," a new Jerusalem, and Americans as a chosen nation all bear this
reference. According to Benne, the
three moments in the Old Testament
story are: 1) Creation, Fall, the
calling of the people of Israel, and
bondage in Egypt; 2) the liberation
from bondage, the gift of the
Covenant, and the testing in the
wilderness; and 3) the hope for the
promised land. In the American
story, the explicit call and action of
God are removed and the three
defining moments become: 1)
shaking free the limits of the past; 2)
engaging in a struggling ascent; and
3) moving into an open and gracious
future (42-44). The Natural (1984),
starring Robert Redford, is the illustration chosen for this category of
narrative. Included in this discussion
of the optimistic American story is
the countervailing pessimistic strain
in American literature and film,
which Benne labels "the American
nightmare." This sub-genre is illustrated by 1969's Easy Rider. It is
obvious that Benne has been thinking
about American history and culture
for some time, and the category and
the choices of 25 or so films here are
very convmcmg.
The third category, the Greek
story, is one in which foreign films
more easily fit than the more commercial American films. Characters
are subject to the whims of the gods
or fate. The story often ends in the
death of the hero, which is stoically
accepted. Few American films fit this
category because it simply does not
sell at the box office. The outstanding German film, The Boat
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(1981), illustrates this category.
The final category, the skeptical
story, is the one in which many
serious American movies fit. In this
group of films, "there is no meaning
bestowed on the human drama by its
ultimate context, since that is itself
neutral, meaningless or absurd"
( 71). Many of the 4-star American
movies of the last 20 years are in the
category. Natural Born Killers (1994)
and Reservoir Dogs (1991) would be
two from the current decade.
Benne's book is clear, wellargued, and provocative. It is a book
that will be most useful to people
who see a fair number of serious
movies. The point of the book is the
focus on the narrative elements {plot,
atmosphere, character and tone) of
film, and the contrast among the four
types of stories. You need to have
seen a number of movies to really
understand the contrast. The secondary theoretical sources for the
book are mainly in the area of theories of film criticism. Likewise, to use
the book in a teaching situation, the
focus of the course should be film.
Robert Jewett's Saint Paul
Returns to the Movies contains much
more theology than Benne's. In fact,
the main point of the book is theological and films are used to illustrate
the theological points. The theological focus is the interpretation of St.
Paul's Epistles. As the title implies,
the book is a sequel (to St. Paul at the
Movies) by the same author.
The theological agenda of this
book is to see the message of grace in
Paul's letters as applying to groups
and classes of people, alongside the
conventional interpretation of grace
as gift to individual sinners. Instead
of guilt and forgiveness in the more
conventional reading, Jewett wants
us to see shame and honor. These
latter attributes can be viewed as
group characteristics. Shame was felt
by slaves, by people outside of the

main religious communities, and by
people of lower class in the first century after Christ, and is in fact a condition
of
the
downtrodden
throughout the ages and across the
globe. God's promise and our hope
through the life, death and resurrection of Jesus is that shame will be
replaced by honor.
Each of the dozen chapters in
Jewett's book begins with several
verses from one of four of Paul's epistles (Romans, I and II Corinthians, or
Galatians). The relation of the passage to the shame/honor theme is
then drawn. A film is then described
to illustrate the theological principle.
The film is also to begin a dialogue
between shame and honor in Paul's
time and shame and honor as it
appears in the film as a representation of contemporary culture.
Ten films are discussedBabette's Feast (1987), The Prince of
Tides
(1991), Forrest Gump
(1994 )(also on Benne's list of films
that portray the American story), Mr.
Holland's Opus (1995), Groundhog
Day (1993), Babe (1995), The Firm
(1993), Unforgiven (1992), The
Shawshank Redemption (1994), and
a relatively obscure American film
from 1957, Edge of the City. Though
three of these movies, Babette's
Feast, Forrest Gump, and The Shawshank Redemption suggest religious
themes to other reviewers, the rest of
the list, though composed of serious
films, is certainly eclectic. Yet, all of
these movies are effectively used by
Jewett to make his theological point.
The chapters in the Jewett book,
though all neatly tied to the theological theme, can be read and used individually. In fact, this is how most of
them first were developed-as seminar and workshop presentations, or
as papers at academic conferences.
Certainly, each could certainly be the
subject of a Bible class, or if it was
practical to show a film during a ser-

vice, even a homily. Outside of the
introductory
and
concluding
chapter, one does not have to read
one chapter to understand another.
One does not need to see more than
one movie to get the theological
point. It does not require one to be a
movie buff or film student.
To anyone interested in the
intersection between theology or culture and film both books are wellworth the time. Both expand our
vision of how film can be used to
teach. For the film buff with theological inclinations, they provide perspectives on films that will now have
to be re-viewed.
Albert Trost

John Bayley. Elegy for Iris. New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1999.
Iris Murdoch's death last February, just five months short of her
eightieth birthday, was met with sad
relief, the typical response to the
death of those who have suffered
long from Alzheimer's. The sadness
was perhaps more acute in Murdoch's case than in most, for the distance between her frequently penetrating intellect or her generous
imagination and the person she
became was especially great. A
philosopher, she abandoned teaching
philosophy, but not philosophy itself,
in order to write novels among which
was her Booker prize of 1978, The
Sea, The Sea. Her prolix Gifford lectures, Metaphysics as a Guide to
Morals, published but a few years
prior to the noticeable onset of her
Alzheimer's, is vintage Murdoch.
Expansive. Wise. Platonic. Untamed.
Occasionally brilliant. Ironically, in
her latter days-Bayley concluded
the memoir before she died, before
she had reached the final stages of

Alzheimer's-she had come to exemplify the philosophical puzzle of
human identity, a puzzle which, as
her husband, the literary critic John
Bayley, mentions, had long interested
her. What is it to be Iris Murdoch?
Was there, in fact, one Iris Murdoch,
or many Iris Murdochs?
Bayley speculates that "it is the
persons who hug their identity most
closely to themselves for whom the
condition of Alzheimer's is most
dreadful." By that light, Murdoch's
suffering from Alzheimer's was not
so great, he suggests, for he can
imagine no one less narcissistic than
Murdoch. He mentions a conversation in which she expressed her puzzlement about her own identity, her
own sense that she lacked a sense of
herself. Readers of Murdoch's many
novels will find this surprising, I suspect, for the quest for moral identity,
for becoming a particular type of self
or avoiding becoming another type
of person, features prominently in
her fiction as well as in her philosophy. Nevertheless, Bayley writes,
"Iris's own lack of a sense of identity
seemed to float her more gently into
its [the Alzheimer's] world of preoccupied emptiness." Perhaps for this
reason, Elegy for Iris is not a maudlin
memoir. The most horrible blows of
Alzheimer's do not appear. Absent,
for example, are any glimpses of Iris
Murdoch staring into the mirror,
wondering who the person in the
mirror might be. If such experiences
were absent from her life as well,
then in her case philosophy was,
indeed, a salutary preparation for
death.
But this is less Bayley's account
of Murdoch-Bayley himself has
written a soon to be published
volume, Iris and the Friends, and a
biography by a close friend of theirs
is in the works (as is a movie about
her with Dame Judi Deneb playing
Dame Iris)-and more Bayley's

account of their wonderful, if wonderfully peculiar, marriage. There are
the memories of their strange
courtship and coming together in
marriage and the details of their lives
together. Readers are likely to find
the character of the marriage as mysterious as they find marvelous its
longevity-forty plus years. As
Bayley tells the story of the two, he is
the bumbling young (and, later,
middle-aged, then older, but always
bumbling) don who fell in love with
Iris when he saw her cycling one day
in Oxford. He discovers a rather
richer romantic history than he had
anticipated; allegedly among her premarital affairs were ones with the
Nobel prize-winning novelist Elias
Canetti and the French existentialist
philosopher Jean Paul Sartre. But Iris
loves him and he loves her and so
they begin a life together.
Or do they? Bayley describes
their marriage as the 'closeness of
apartness,' a relationship characterized by solitude:
So married life began. And the joys
of solitude. No contradiction was
involved. The one went perfectly
with the other. To feel oneself held
and cherished and accompanied,
and yet to be alone. To be closely
and physically entwined, and yet
feel solitude's friendly presence, as
warm and undesolating as contiguity itself.

So, their conversations tended to be
brief, although apparently not unimportant, as Bayley discovers snippets
of their conversations developed in
greater detail in Iris Murdoch's nonfiction. Bayley read Murdoch's
novels only after they were published. Still, why weren't these two
intellectuals intellectual or spiritual
soulmates, or something somewhat
closer to it? And what if they had
been? Perhaps, in their chosen
absence of children, they would have

consumed one another.
But if theirs was not exactly a
friendship of mind or spirit, it was a
friendship of pleasure and convenience. Each enjoyed travel and the
wit of the other; neither enjoyed

comforts and assures her, laughs at
her. He guides her down the street,
places her at parties, excuses her on
the bus, guides her through the
morning viewing of Teletubbies. He,

he

as well, shouts at her in exasperation.
Although he does not dwell on the

cooked. Their garden was, by any

trials of the caregiver, neither does he

reasonable standard, a mess. But

mince words. In this new marriage,

housework.

She

shopped,

their eccentricities, which were not
few, fit each other well. And so they
lived, happily, closely apart until, like
her
mother,
Iris
developed
Alzheimer's which drew them 'from
the closeness of apartness to the
closeness of closeness.'

the other from whom one is distinct
has all but disappeared. Just as he relished his brief period of dependence
upon Iris during an illness early in
their marriage, so he relishes being
depended upon in Iris' illness.
Bayley's memoir concludes on
Christmas morning, thirteen months

such times, that life is just the same,
has never changed. I cannot
imagine Iris any different. Her loss
of memory becomes, in a sense, my
own. In a muzzy way-the Bulgarian wine, no doubt! find myself thinking of the
Christmas birth, and also of
Wittgenstein's comment that death
is not a human experience. We are
born to live only from day to day.
'Take short views of human lifenever further than dinner or tea.'
The Reverend Sydney Smith's
advice is most easily taken during
these ritualized days. The ancient
saving routine of Christmas, which
for us today has been twice blessed.

Bayley writes happily of this
'new marriage' of closeness in which

before Iris' death. They repeat their

they are transformed into one. At

annual Christmas ritual-a trip to

So concludes this memoir, the two

times, one can't help but conclude

London, a walk to Kensington Gardens, lunch with his brother.

become one, dependent, finally,

that Bayley has second thoughts,
despite his demurers, about his first
marriage with Iris. Perhaps marriage
is 'the closeness of closeness.' In her
decline, Murdoch and Bayley
become more 'one' than ever they
had been. He remembers for her,
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A snooze then. Iris will sleep
deeply. Later, we listen to carols
and Christmas music. And I have
the illusion, which fortunate
Alzheimer's partners must feel at

upon some Other. Grateful, too, for
the happiness they have known.
Readers can learn much from John
Bayley.
TDK

WHOEVER WAKES IN ENGLAND
Smells the sea, from Winchelsea to Leeds,
Can taste the sea in the beaded bubbles
Winking at the brim of the morning's
Cup of tea, can hear two English voices
In the street exchange a greeting with the clarity
Of seagirt centuries of shaped inflections,
Can see watered English sunshine between white
Lace valances creep through medieval mists,
Feels the sea at every breath's edge
Salting the tongue with tides, tides of memories
From murmuring coves and immemorial deeps.

Nancy G. Westerfield

SUNSET AT LAKE CASITAS
The blue water cradled the small boat
against the sun until both dropped
over the horizon,
people folded their umbrellas
and cars wound around the white-rock road
past the cooling woods
where foxes watched from their fern-dark hole
as a young girl waded in the shallows,
her hair catching fire in last light.

J.T. Ledbetter

on poetsWalt McDonald
teaches at Texas Tech, has published numerous collections of poetry and prose, and served in the US Air Force as a pilot.
Diane G. Scholl
teaches English at Luther College, Decorah lA. Her special interests include American literature, women's literature, and
theology and literature.
Paul Willis
professes English at Westmont College in Santa Barbara CA and is the author of a pair of ecofantasy novels, No Clock in

the Forest and The Stolen River.
Jeanne Murray Walker
teaches English at the University of Delaware and gives readings around the country. Recently, she was named a Pew
Fellow in Poetry and published her latest book, Gaining Time.
Nancy G. Westerfield
has published poetry in Thema, The Christian Century, Theology Today, Sisters Today and others.
J. T. Ledbetter
continues to teach English at California Lutheran Unversity. His latest collection of poetry is Gethsemane Poems and his
story, "The Red Pump," has just been anthologized in The Best of Crosscurrents.

on reviewersCharles Seymour
is visiting assistant professor of philosophy at Valparaiso University. His book A Theodicy of Hell is forthcoming from
Kluwer Academic Press.
Albert R. Trost
serves the VU community as Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, professor of political science and chair of
the newly-formed Chapel Council. He is also an avid movie buff.
Thomas D. Kennedy
chairs the philosophy and bioethics departments at VU.

Comments to the editor are welcome at The Cresset, #10 Huegli Hall, Valparaiso
University, Valparaiso, IN 46383, or by email at Gail.Eifrig@valpo.edu.
Moving with the times, The Cresset will have a Website address by the time
of publication for the Michaelmas issue, around 15 September. Student Assistant
Joshua Messner will be responsible for this activity, working under the direction of
James Saqui.
Next year's focus issues will include Latin American art and religion, the
meaning of gardens, Britten's Ceremony of Carols, and of course, the Lilly Special
issue on Christian higher education as the Trinity publication in mid-June.
Readers are encouraged to communicate with the Editor if they are interested in
publishing in The Cresset.
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notes on coversIn the Valpo CORE, the University's new program of intensive reading and writing for first-year students, we read The
Communist Manifesto (1848} and Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave (1845}. The texts dialogue well with one another, particularly in regard to the important theme of work. In the Manifesto, Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels rage prophetically against the alienation of labor, capitalism's reduction of work to wage-earning.
Whereas workers in pre-capitalist economies defi ned their personal worth in terms of their work such that one was as
good as the shoes one made or the flour one milled, in a capitalist economy their work is reduced to its exchange
value. Modern human beings manufacture commodities for a marketplace that does not engage them as persons, but
as producers of goods which must translate into the fluidity of capital in order to possess value. Not anticipating the
success of the middle classes, the authors of The Communist Manifesto observed that capital accrues only to the
owners of factories that mechanize labor and to the banks that finance them. According to Marx and Engels, the only
way to rectify the injustice and inequality produced by this system was the organization of labor toward the end of
overturning bourgeois control.
Frederick Douglass's autobiography sees things somewhat differently. For Douglass, the slave in Baltimore, white labor
was an oppressive force that struggled to keep blacks disenfranchised. This was a particularly bitter form of oppression since Douglass looked to fair wage-earning as a means of empowerment. After arriving in New Bedford, Massachusetts, Douglass was deeply impressed by a scene of workers at the wharves: "Every man appeared to understand
his work, and went at it with a sober, yet cheerful earnestness, which betokened the deep interest which he felt in
what he was doing, as well as a sense of his own dignity as a man." What Douglass saw may not have been as ideal as
it appeared to a man so recently delivered from the bonds of human chattel. But compared to the whip and derision
of the overseer, it was bound to look awfully good. Freedom from slavery was only complete with the ability to earn a
living wage and to enjoy the pleasures of self-sustaining labor. Poverty was (and is) a form of economic enslavement
and Douglass eloquently made the case for the importance of economic self-determination.
I thought about all of this during a recent study trip to Ethiopia with my colleague, Charles Schaefer. There we saw
the two people whose pictures adorn the covers of this issue. Young women spend a great deal of effort each day
transporting water in large ceramic pots over great distances for use in the preparation of food. Young men in the
countryside spend all hours of daylight behind ox-drawn, single-bottom plows, turning over brick-like sod in smallpatches of field. One would like to imagine these workers at least enjoy the dignity of their labor. But they don't live
in a fantasized, premodern economy. Like it or not, Ethiopia participates in the world of global capital. The crowds of
children plying Bic pens and plastic bags across the country remind the visitor of that. Where can the Ethiopian poor
go to witness the working person's utopia that Douglass described? Most of them believe the United States is the
place. And perhaps it is, for middle-class whites and blacks, who enjoy plumbing and the cornucopia of grocery
stores. But America has a swelling underclass of its own. I returned home chastened by what I'd seen, more conscious of what I have, and ready to want less.
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